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Summary
The extent to which train stations are integrated with their surrounding built environment is
known to be a crucial factor for the attractiveness and success of the train station. This thesis
analyses the spatial integration of train stations with their direct surroundings. Spatial
integration is a characteristic of the Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) project. TOD is a
planning concept contributing to the sustainable development of cities by promoting transit
over private transport, in particular for commuting purposes. In recent decades, TOD gained
popularity among urban planners around the world and several TOD developments have taken
place in the Netherlands. The most well-known developments stem from a policy scheme also
known as Nieuwe Sleutel Projecten initiated in 2003 by the Ministry of Housing, Spatial
Planning and the Environment. This has resulted in the redevelopment of six train stations
across the country, namely the stations of Utrecht, Amsterdam Zuid, Rotterdam, The Hague,
Breda and Arnhem. This thesis focuses on the spatial integration of the newly developed train
stations with their surroundings. It contributes to the understanding of how TOD development
can be successful. This thesis uses two cases, Breda and Arnhem, to understand the
components of spatial integration of the train station with its surroundings.
This thesis uses Transit-Oriented Development and Space Syntax theory as the foundation for
its research. It uses both qualitative and quantitative methods to answer the main question:
To what extent do new spatial developments affect the spatial integration of the newly
developed train stations in mid-size cities in the Netherlands?
This question is answered by conducting interviews with involved experts, observing density,
diversity and design features, researching the span of land use changes over the years, and
analysing integration and connectivity alterations via the Space Syntax method of the station
areas Breda and Arnhem. This research uses recent published RUDIFUN (ruimtelijke
dichtheden en functiemening) data by the Dutch government.
The results show that spatial integration as a term itself is a relatively uncommon and
uncovered research topic within the TOD domain. The triangulation approach shows that the
results are complementary to each other and give a distorted view when isolating the results.
The approach reveals the limitations of the Space Syntax method. On the other side, it shows
the possibilities of the RUDIFUN data set and explores contributions to planning research. The
results denude the dependency of the redevelopments' success on the subsidy scheme's
financial incentive to invest in spatial quality. Which in turn increases the possibilities and
benefits the levels of integration. The research maps large spatial changes around the TOD
areas of Breda and Arnhem. In the end, the research identifies several components within the
urban planning field such as institutional, policy, planning and design spheres that contribute
to the extent of spatial integration of the station with its surroundings. These conclusions can
be taken into account when developing new TODs in the Netherlands or abroad in the future.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In 2015, the Netherlands signed the Paris agreement – a global agreement to combat climate
change – which aims at a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in 2030 by 40% in respect
to 1990 (Sterl et al., 2016). Cities are responsible for a large share of the total emissions due
to the demand for heating, electricity, food consumption and motorized mobility (CBS, 2020b).
Mobility plays a vital role in the pursuit of sustainable development of cities and its integration
is important for citizen well-being. With sufficient transport integration, commuters are better
connected to destinations, satisfying their needs and creating more residential, commercial,
and employment opportunities (Frank, 2000). To create more sustainable cities, getting people
out of the car and planes is favourable and increasing non-motorized or public transport use
(Ewing & Cervero, 2010). Because of the bi-directional effect of transport and land use, a shift
in travel modes could be achieved by improving public transport integration with a highly
densified built environment (Cervero, 2003) (Zhang & Guindon, 2006).
Public transport is very beneficial since it reduces the usage of private vehicles which saves
space and reduces congestion and individual carbon footprint. The importance of public
transport has grown due to increasing urbanisation and urban sprawl in the Netherlands.
Planners can help to mitigate environmental problems caused by car and air travel and urban
sprawl by designing high-density urban forms. They can encourage walking and the use of
public transport by creating high dense and mixed-use neighbourhoods. Integrating and
developing dense and mixed-use neighbourhoods around public transport opportunities is also
known as TOD (transit-oriented development). It integrates land use and transport aiming for
sustainable and liveable city environments (Arrington, 2009). The TOD concept is of vital
importance to make transit work. For example, bus stations, train stations, light rail stations or
metro stations are potential TOD centres. A station area could be considered a TOD when it
is an important ‘node’ and an attractive ‘place’. It is a node in a network of other transit stations
and a place/destination in itself (Bertolini, 1999). Furthermore, there is a general consensus
among planners, designers and policymakers that three aspects are very important for an
effective TOD also known as the 3Ds: Density, diversity & design (Cervero & Kockelman,
1997).
In the ’90s, TOD has been developed and implemented in the USA and has gained popularity
in the Netherlands. Like in the USA, there were growing concerns about the increasing car use
and further sprawling of cities since the ’60s (van Lierop et al., 2017). Although there has not
been an active TOD strategy in place, Dutch planning still holds many features that
approximate TOD planning. This is because the Netherlands has a high railway density and
contains a relatively extensive rail network across the country. Dutch urban planning after WW
II supported polycentric urban structures to keep cities functionally separated, and the compact
city development helped to protect the countryside (Buitelaar & Leinfelder, 2020). The Dutch
context connects well with the concept of TOD due to its high share of bike transport which
acts as ‘pre-transport’ when commuters travel to the station. The bike has the potential to
enable a large catchment area for departure to transit stations making the stations more
accessible and attractive (Tan et al., 2013).
6
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In recent years, Dutch policymakers have been paying more attention to TOD strategies and
have tried to discover their implications. Policymakers begin to recognise TOD as a concept
to foster sustainability in cities for the future but also acknowledge that it still holds many
implications such as user perception of ride-sharing, car ownership perception and willingness
for dense city living (Snellen et al., 2018). Additionally, inter-modality is explored more as an
important factor for mobility (van Dijk & van Waveren, 2009). Research shows that there are
still many impediments in the form of formal institutions to informal barriers hampering TOD
implementation in the Netherlands (Tan et al., 2014).
Besides policymakers, private parties have an increasing interest in TOD development due to
the influx of public investments and the positive influence of transit locations on real estate
values of adjacent land (Bartholomew & Ewing, 2011). Privatized railway companies cooperate
with public bodies to develop train stations and realise landmark buildings within the station
area to stimulate private investments (Gebiedsontwikkeling, 2012). The station and landmark
buildings function as catalysers for urban development (Triggianese et al., 2018). Exploratory
research on factors of success of TOD in the Netherlands stresses the importance of
cooperative relationships between actors, consistent policy and plans and long term vision. It
underlines the importance of site-specific tools and instruments for successful public-private
partnerships. However, besides policy it stresses the importance to pay:
‘’attention to detailed, small-scale design, the ability to access transit stations from
cycling and walking infrastructure, and the ability of TOD to blend into the existing architectural
framework and historical street networks.’’ (Thomas et al., 2018, p. 1208)
To conclude, train stations are getting more and more attention from the public and private
bodies in the Netherlands and their contribution to sustainable development is widely
recognised. Besides policy barriers, which have been discovered by Tan (Tan et al., 2014),
other factors play a role in the success of train station development. As mentioned, small scale
design, accessibility and the ability of a TOD to blend into the existing framework of the city
are vital for successful TOD development. Therefore, this thesis explores the spatial integration
of TOD projects in the Netherlands by using urban theories and the TOD concept.

1.2 Societal relevance
The parliamentary elections of 2021 in The Netherlands had three main topics: Climate
change, energy transition and the looming housing shortage. At this moment, the Netherlands
has a shortage of houses of 330.000 and this will increase to 419.000 in 2025 (Trouw, 2021).
All three topics can be translated into a spatial challenge and create a competition for scarce
land forcing cities to optimally utilise inner-city space for development. Since TOD focuses on
sustainable transport and dense city living, successful TOD is crucial.
Between 2000 and 2017 in the Netherlands, under the flag of ‘’NSP’’ (De Nieuwe Sleutel
projecten - the new key projects), a new wave of train station development took place. The
train stations of Breda, Den Hague, Utrecht, Arnhem and Rotterdam have been redeveloped
together with adjacent areas and have been transformed into attractive and lively destinations
(figure 1) (Spaans et al., 2013). This was needed since many station areas became
problematic places and the Netherlands was preparing itself for the implementation of the new
High-speed line (HSL) through Europe. The stations had to be representative locations for
7
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international commuters arriving in the Netherlands. In the second half of the 20th century, the
role of the railways was taken over by the modern road. With that, also industry relocated
towards the motorway leaving behind neglected and abandoned industrial sites around the
station. This created problematic blind spots in the urban fabric (Smets & De Meulder, 2000).
However, in recent years commuter volumes have increased for these stations (Ullenbroeck,
2019), making them relevant again. Currently, in two-thirds of the Dutch cities, 70% of city
residents travel to jobs outside of their municipality (van Eck et al., 2020). As architects and
planners notice, cities are re-orientating and marketing themselves using different amenities
as the suburbs lose popularity (Higgins & Kanaroglou, 2016) (Cavaluzzi, 2012).

Figure 2: Rotterdam central newly developed (Duivenbode, 2013)

Train station and train station area development in the Netherlands (TSAD) took place due to
increasing pressures from traffic jams, rising real estate prices, housing shortages and more
sustainable transport policies. The goal of the NSP was to utilise the potential for transitoriented development within medium-sized cities to increase public transport ridership to
create sustainable cities and improve connectivity for economic reasons (Spoorbeeld, 2016).
The ministry gave financial means to the municipality and then became responsible for the
cooperation between the government, market parties, land owners and potential investors.
When mobility and spatial planning are integrated the associated economic, sustainability and
agglomeration advantages are achieved. The idea is that concentrating development, features
and programs around public transport nodes can lead to urban vitality, economic opportunities
and social security. This is how policymakers save scarce space and land in outlying areas.
When people live, work and recreate in a corridor of nodes then the tendency to use a car is
also reduced (Koster & Tan, 2012). There are several driving forces creating this potential for
the redevelopment of train stations and stimulating TSAD. The first is the overall expansion
and upgrading of rail infrastructure in the Netherlands. Additionally, new technological
8
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innovations for HSL technologies made new networks possible and increased the possibilities
of the train. The second is economical. Reduced demand for industrial space in urban centres
created new spaces for opportunity. Globalization and tertiarization created ‘footloose’ firms
that are located in different places but are still in need of good accessibility and connections to
other nodes. Institutional changes such as the privatization of railway companies allowed
private investments to stimulate urban development (Loukaitou-Sideris & Peters, 2020).
Another driver originates from the municipality which is also seeking to take advantage of the
new potential of the station area. They stimulate development through policies and master
plans, also seeing the opportunity for city marketing and the quest for sustainable cities in line
with the TOD concept (Bertolini et al., 2012).

1.3 Scientific relevance
TOD research has significantly increased over the years. Between 1996 and 2018 over 300
articles concerned with TOD have been published (Ibraeva et al., 2020). The vast majority of
the research on TOD originates from the USA. In Europe, it mainly comes from the Netherlands
and there is growing interest from Asian countries, especially China and Australia (Nag et al.,
2019). As a consequence, many TOD related research covers American and Chinese cities
which have different characteristics – modernistic design principles, car-oriented, grid
structure, sprawled - than European cities. A recently published review paper on TOD
publications mentions five types of TOD research: TOD impacts on travel behaviour, realestate prices, residential location, urban form and community life. Of these five, Urban form,
community life and residential location are underexposed. While TOD projects started to grow
around the world, it became clear that their performance depends on a wide variety of socioeconomic factors and regional accessibility conditions. (Ibraeva et al., 2020). Furthermore, in
Europe, most of the research on train stations focussed on high-speed train stations and their
integration into the High-Speed Line (HSL) network, HSL train stations themselves and their
effects on land use patterns and the impact of HSL mega projects (Peters & Novy, 2012b)
(Albalate et al., 2015; Peters & Novy, 2012a).
In the Dutch context, research has been done on institutional barriers to implementing TOD in
the Netherlands and which factors can speed up or slow down the process (Tan et al., 2014).
In existing TOD environments, research was performed on the Arnhem-Nijmegen corridor in
the search for potential TOD developments in the region. In 2019, the Dutch planning office
for the living environment (Planbureau Voor leefomgeving) developed a new method and data
set for studying cities and morphological organisations. This is called: RUDIFUN (spatial
density and functional mix in the Netherlands) and provides data on density and diversity levels
on municipal, neighbourhood, block and building scales. They identified several indicators and
mapped all buildings and neighbourhoods accordingly. This is a very recent data set and little
research has been done with it. The indicators are Floorspace index, Ground space index,
Layers, Open space ratio and mixed-use index (Harbers et al., 2019). These indexes are
similar to other TOD evaluation methods when evaluating density and diversity. As far as
known, no TOD has been evaluated with this data, creating a unique opportunity to do so.
Researching spatial integration of TOD is relevant because of the recent investments in train
networks, its potential contribution to sustainable development and the changing relationship
between the train station and the city.
9
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Space Syntax is a well-known method for network, city and space analysis. It is used in urban
planning but also in architecture (Dursun, 2007). Recently the province of North Holland used
Space Syntax for the evaluation of new developments near transit stops (Van Nes & Stolk,
2012). Often, Space Syntax methods are used in combination with diversity and density
components (Ye & Van Nes, 2014) (Hausleitner, 2010) (De Koning et al., 2017). Space Syntax
analysis has gained popularity in the Netherlands among planners around the beginning of the
21sth century (Read, 1999). Especially in analysing modernist cities such as Almere and
Lelystad. Station area evaluation with the help of Space Syntax has been done on Leiden and
Delft (Mulders-Kusumo, 2005) but to a low extent. Although the combination of Space Syntax
with TOD has been explored, research on Space Syntax applied to local scale integration for
transit stops is lacking.

1.4 Research foundations
1.4.1 Problem definition
This research tries to analyse the spatial integration of newly developed train stations in the
Netherlands. Besides policy, economic and institutional factors, physical factors are crucial for
the success of a station. Economic and institutional barriers can be removed but are the station
itself also effective? It is important to evaluate the spatial integration of station developments
so conclusions can be drawn for future station developments in the Netherlands such as
Almere, Haarlem and Den Bosch but also outside the Netherlands. The integration of the
station on a local scale is relevant since that is the place where users such as pedestrians and
cyclists are increasing accessibility.
1.4.2 Objective
The goal of this research is to analyse to what degree the newly developed train stations in the
Netherlands from the New Key projects are spatially integrated with their surroundings.
1.4.3 Main research question
Based on the relevance and the problem statement of this research we arrive at the following
question:
To what extent do new spatial developments affect the spatial integration of the newly
developed train stations in mid-size cities in the Netherlands?
The research questions are answered step by step through literature research and empirical
research. Empirically, cases are used to test and compile the scientific literature. This
eventually creates a result with the central question of this research being answered.

10
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2. Theoretical framework
This chapter explores the idea of spatial integration, what it is and how it can be measured.
Then it explains spatial integration through several components derived from TOD and Space
Syntax theory, the relationship between the two theories and their relevance. In the end, it
describes what the theories are and how they work.

2.1 Spatial integration
Integration is the act or process of unifying two different things. Adding a spatial dimension to
it, it is the act or process of unifying two or more elements with a specific spatial atmosphere
together in such a way that both enhance each other. In the urban context, it is also known as
‘’the creation of a whole’’ (Obiadi Bons & Onochie, 2019). An urban space needs to have a
high degree of integration if it wants to be part of a whole and have maximum accessibility. In
this case, the whole is the city. This means that it must be firmly intertwined with its context
and that transition from one place to another should go smoothly (Nia & Suleiman, 2018). In
essence, train stations are points of interchange between departure and arrival. However, the
departure from that location to arrive at it and to continue a trip, the station must be well
integrated. A commute does not stop at the station. A station is both a gateway to a network
and a starting point for commuters entering a city (Van Nes & Stolk, 2012). Successful TODs
need a high degree of spatial integration to lower possible accessibility barriers to stimulate
their use.
In this thesis, spatial integration is assessed via six components derived from Space Syntax
theory and Transit-Oriented Development theory. This is shown in table 1, shown below.
Theory
Space Syntax theory
Transit-oriented development

Component
Integration

Connectivity
Accessibility
Density
Diversity
Design

Table 1: Theory overview

Space Syntax focuses on spaces between physical objects and how they connect. It does not
focus on the shapes or function of the object itself of which the city consist of. Nevertheless,
Space Syntax is used in many studies for analysing areas combining diversity and density data
to get a broader understanding (Hausleitner, 2010) (De Koning et al., 2017). Other important
contributors for understanding the relationship between the built environment and its usage
come from Jane Jacobs and Jan Gehl (Jacobs, 2016) (Gehl, 1987). In contrast, the TOD
dimensions say something about the buildings instead of the spaces in between and are
therefore as important to make a valid conclusion.
It is necessary to explore the relationship between integration, land use and diversity. Scholars
argue that station areas with a high degree of diversity are highly integrated as shown in table
2 (Du et al., 2020). Space Syntax theory suggests that highly connected and accessible streets
often show high density and diversity ratings. Street connectivity, land use mix and density are
11
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correlated and as a result are often categorised as walkable neighbourhoods creating
accessible TOD areas (Leslie et al., 2007) (Ye & Van Nes, 2014) (Frank et al., 2005).

Table 2: Relationship between integration degree and land use around train stations (Du et al., 2020)

In this thesis, Space Syntax theory and TOD theory are used to show if the station and its
surrounding area (approximately 500 to 1000 meters) blend well into the surrounding urban
fabric (Mortier, 1996). It is believed that these five components from table 1 can provide a clear
image of this phenomenon. These components are explained in the next chapters. These
theories with their city models are used because: ‘’A city model enables a designer to construct
an understanding of the city and its component elements, facilitating design decisions. It
orients urban actors in complex situations and at multiple scales.’’ (Barth, 2005, p. 13)

2.2 TOD
TOD areas function as a node and a place at the same time. If a train station improves its
connectivity and its accessibility is increased, the place value is also affected. If a TOD area is
retrofitted, it increases its place value and therefore becomes more important as a node. This
mechanism is described in the node-place model by Bertolini (Bertolini, 1996). It describes the
reciprocity of the node and the place of a TOD.
2.2.1 Emergence of Transit-oriented development
Transit-oriented development is a planning concept developed in the 90s in the USA by Peter
Calthorpe. He published a book wherein he gave his vision of American cities that were
suffering from urban sprawl. He argues that spatial planning should make individuals less
dependent on cars and should provide alternative transport modes (Calthorpe, 1993). In his
book, he defines TOD as:
’Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is a mixed-use community within an average 2,000-foot
walking distance of a transit stop and core commercial area. TODS mix residential, retail,
office, open space, and public uses in a walkable environment, making it convenient for
residents and employees to travel by transit, bicycle, foot, or car (Calthorpe, 1993, p. 56)’’

12
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As can be seen in figure 2, TOD is seen as a planning approach that stimulates high-density
and mixed-use development in close proximity to a transit stop to encourage walking and
cycling. By using transit, major parts of the city become accessible within a walking distance
and could be reached without the need for a car. Concentrating functions and urban features
stimulate vibrant social life and create safe and healthy communities (Dittmar & Poticha, 2004).

Figure 2: on the left; schematic overview of TOD. On the right; TOD in metropolitan area (Calthorpe, 1993)

By planning mixed-use functions, departure and destination became so close that travel
demand would simply become obsolete. By allocating space for public transport and planning
attractive functions around transit hubs and making surrounding areas accessible, public
transport becomes an attractive option for commuting (Banister, 2008) (Banister & Marshall,
2000).
When it became clear that car dependence and urban sprawl were damaging community life
and the individual health of residents, the TOD concept gained more popularity (Ewing et al.,
2002). Additionally, car dependence on fossil fuels and its environmental damage created even
more pressure on conventional transport paradigms and forced policymakers to rethink their
cities (Newman & Kenworthy, 2006). A paradigm shift took place which made policymakers
think more about transport in a social dimension instead of a physical one.
2.2.2 Dimensions of transit-oriented development
In the further development of the concept, TOD planning was understood via three dimensions:
density, diversity and design (3Ds) (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997). Later on, two new
dimensions of the built environment were added creating 5Ds: Destination accessibility and
Distance to transit (Ewing & Cervero, 2001) (Ewing, 2008). In this research, it is believed that
the three original Ds suffice for understanding spatial integration.
Density is a very important indicator for analysing cities and is vital for compact city buildings.
Density is also a critical component for successful TOD areas to increase potential commuter
volumes. Density can be divided into two perspectives, physical density and perceived density.
Physical density is a measurement of the concentration of physical structures within a given
area (Cheng, 2009). Furthermore, population density can be divided into regional density,
residential density and occupancy density. Buildings can be analysed via parcel density, block
density or FSI (floor space index). High density has a positive effect on TOD environments due
13
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to its supply of potential commuters and improves accessibility. TOD's impact on accessibility
in six metropolitan cities was analysed in a study by Papa & Bertolini (2015) namely:
Amsterdam, Helsinki, Munich, Naples, Rome and Zurich. The study area contained a 30km
buffer around the train station, which was all evaluated via the ‘’node place model’’. The
authors concluded that balancing the two components of TOD, densifying land use and
improving transit supply, significantly improved the accessibility conditions in the metropolitan
areas (Papa & Bertolini, 2015).
Diversity can be obtained in several forms and is considered a key factor for TOD
development (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997). By planning a social, economic and physical land
use mix, social interaction is encouraged and it creates short trip lengths encouraging nonmotorized transport such as walking or cycling. This can be created through the planning of
mixed functions such as residential, commercial, recreational and industrial.
Commercialization around transit stops is associated with pedestrian movement and social
cohesion (Stojanovski, 2020). Functions can be planned within the same buildings (vertical
mixed-use) or near each other (horizontal mixed-use). Also, diversity can be reached by
planning different types of buildings such as apartments and rowhouses or by architectural
diversity. In Copenhagen, a major TOD was developed in the area of Ørestad at the fringe of
the city to mitigate the pressure on the capital Copenhagen. A large development containing
the planning of residential, office and educational facilities around a light-rail station showed a
good example of mixed-use TOD planning. Although being a specific site study, the study
analyses TOD as a sustainable growth tool (Knowles, 2012).
Design is a complex term that overlaps with all other Ds but has a clear goal as a TOD
dimension. Its goal is to reduce vehicle trips and encourage residents to walk, bike or take
public transport or a combination of them when being in the TOD area. Design has the potential
to increase public transport ridership by creating more accessible and attractive streets. This
can be reached by allocating more space to pedestrians and cyclists and by creating safer and
more attractive environments. For example, by creating wide sidewalks with activities along
the facade, implementing green for cooling and aesthetics purposes and separating bike lanes
from cars (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997). Train station development often affects the design of
the surrounding area because policymakers use the station as a catalyser to also transform
the environment. Two studies have been done on the effects of TOD development on urban
quality. They both concern the redevelopment of train stations stimulated by investments and
connections to the HSL network. Trip (Trip, 2008b) evaluated urban quality around the station
comparing Euralille (Lille, France), Amsterdam south and Rotterdam central. Lille has more of
a strategic location in the HSL network and the Dutch stations are located more on the
periphery of the overall HSL network. The locations were analysed by looking at urban
structure, functional diversity, quality of functions, public space, architecture and the role of the
newly introduced high-speed train. It demonstrates the new role of a train station as an
international business location and as the second heart of the city. In a study based on
interviews, the urban quality of Amsterdam South, as well as Rotterdam central, were praised
by experts and stakeholders. Also, the role of the station as the new main entrance to the city
was underlined together with the dependence of urban quality on the long term commitment
of both public and private parties and external factors (Trip, 2008a).
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For walking and cycling, five categories can be identified: imageability, enclosure, human
scale, transparency and complexity. The concept of imageability is derived from urban
theorist Kevin Lynch who defines it as ‘’a quality of a physical environment that evokes strong
images in an observer’’ (Lynch, 1960, p. 9). An imageable city is coherent, well-formed,
contains distinct parts and is easy to recognise by inhabitants and outsiders. The infinite
elements in the city are grouped into an overall pattern. In a way, imageability is not a distinct
component but an overall quality. Enclosure refers to the degree to which public spaces and
streets are visually defined by walls, trees, buildings and other vertical elements. It is corroded
by breaks in the continuity of vertical elements such as tree rows or building walls. Events that
erode enclosure are events that break continuous lines by inactive use which creates death
spaces like vacant lots, parking spaces or abandoned houses. Additionally, large building
setbacks are another source of dead space and a break in the line of enclosure (Ewing &
Handy, 2009). Enclosure is an important factor for human response in built environments and
solid surfaces are vital for good impressions of enclosure (Stamps III, 2005). Human scale is
multi interpretable. In the general, it is associated with small buildings, low building height, the
proportion of first-floor windows, articulated architecture, ornaments, attractive sightlines and
a built environment design for lower speeds. Elements refer to the size and texture that match
the proportions of humans and their walking speed. The latter is an important factor for human
scale. Streets can be designed for 60 km/h or 4 km/h. For example, does a street have
furniture, small or large signage and high diversity in buildings? (Alexander, 1977).
Transparency is a material condition that allows light or air to pass between spaces. Glass is
a good example of transparency. Also, transparency can be sought in activities and can be
achieved when internal activities are externalised such as a terrace (Yeang, 2000).
Additionally, buildings that show clear functions such as churches, schools or shops contribute
to a sense of transparency. The last aspect of walkability is complexity, which translates into
the visual richness of a place and is dependent on the physical environment. Components
determining complexity are building variety, architectural diversity, human activity,
ornamentation and landscape elements (Ewing & Handy, 2009). From a user perspective,
complexity explains the noticeable differences which a user is exposed to in a certain time
(Rapoport & Hawkes, 1970).
2.2.3 Contemporary TOD in Europe
The main motivation for this thesis is the challenge of spatial integration. Complementary to
that, contemporary TODs in Europe bring new challenges that retain successful spatial
integration. These challenges are identified in recent research on stations in Belgium and The
Netherlands (Van Acker & Triggianese, 2021). The first challenge is the challenge of intermodality (Van Acker, 2014). Trains are only able to move commuters from one station to the
other. However, to be compatible with other modes of transport, it has to offer alternatives for
commuters to facilitate door to door travel by creating ‘last mile solutions’ (Eidlin, 2015).
Something already explored by policymakers and partly implemented (waterstaat, 2021).
Increasing catchment areas of TODs is important for its success and to be competitive with
the car. Thus, the compatibleness of bus, tram, pedestrian and bike connections is a relatively
new requirement when designing new stations (Triggianese et al., 2018). The second
challenge is the challenge of the morphological barrier, a challenge inherently connected to
train stations with their unique form within the built environment. Its train tracks act as a barrier
within the city splitting the urban fabric into parts (Loukaitou-Sideris & Peters, 2017). The
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challenge is to mitigate the barrier effect and increase porosity. The third challenge is
functional since new generation transit hubs aspire to be multifunctional environments. It
creates a tension between the notions of a station as an open-access, public environment and
a controlled, enclosed and secured transportation node which all congregates at a relatively
small space. The goal is to program the station as an ‘’urban living room’’ instead of
programming an isolated functional and architectural island. The challenge is to transform it
from a monofunctional to a multifunctional space, also targeting non-transit users (Cavaluzzi,
2012) (Bertolini et al., 2012) (Ceccotto, 2021) (Loukaitou-Sideris & Peters, 2017). The fourth
challenge bears the consequences for the city centre as stations become new centres with a
distinct character. This transforms the city into a ‘’bipolar city’’ wherein public space and land
use are important for its success. However, it can be questioned if the new station area should
compete with the city centre (Van Acker & Triggianese, 2021) (van den Berg & Pol, 1998). This
can lead to (economic) competition undermining the quality of the current centre. By
incorporating the concept of spatial integration, I will test how station areas in medium-sized
cities in the Netherlands cope with these challenges.
To conclude, the development of TODs becomes an increasingly important phenomenon for
urban actors and consequently deserves attention. Although the Netherlands has not wielded
an active TOD policy yet, its policies in the past contain like-minded ideas and facilitate TOD
usage. In conducted research on new TOD developments, the main focus is often on modal
share, real estate prices, regional connectivity and policy issues leaving the local situation
underexposed. It is therefore interesting to evaluate new developments around NSP projects
and their impact on spatial integration on a large and local scale.

2.3 Space Syntax theory
2.1.1 Introduction of Space Syntax theory
Space Syntax theory is part of an urban network tradition and is a method developed by Bill
Hillier and colleagues at Bartlett University in London in the ’80s (Hillier et al., 1976). It aims at
describing and analysing the relationship between spaces of urban areas and buildings. It
focuses on street structures and provides a quantitative method for explaining relationships
between spaces. The concept of spatial integration is translated into connectivity and
accessibility. Streets with a high degree of spatial integration have a high number of direction
changes and many choices for other routes. They are often linked with high pedestrian flow
rates and lively plinths consisting of shopping and other activities. This explains the strong link
between density and diversity with spatial integration (Koohsari et al., 2016). Low integrated
areas or streets are regarded as spatially segregated.
There are three basic conceptions in Space Syntax Analysis, namely: isovist fields, convex
space and axial line (figure 3). An axial line represents the longest sightline distance for
movement within a set of convex spaces. Isovist space is the total area that can be viewed
from a certain point in a 360 degrees view (Klarqvist, 2015). Convex space is defined as a
space used mostly for occupation, such that ‘’all points within that space can be joined to all
others without passing outside the boundary of that space.’’ (Hillier, 1988, p. 68). In other
words, two people can see each other without a barrier.
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Figure 3: Illustration of basic elements of Space Syntax (van Nes & Yamu, 2021)

2.1.2 Axial lines
To get insight into integration, the axial line concept is further explained. The axial line concept
is a street network analysis translated into two components. These components are connected
with its n-step logic and angular segment analysis which allows a researcher to apply three
types of distances and three types of radii into the Space Syntax and in the end the angular
choice and angular integration concept with metric radius (van Nes & Yamu, 2021). It analyses
the connectivity, accessibility and integration ratings of streets with topological, geometric and
metric distances. Wherein topological distance is translated into steps and depicts the degree
of integration of a street in relationship to all other streets via direction change, geometric
distance takes angular deviations of directions into account and metric radius focuses on
metric distances from a certain point.
Connectivity shows the relation of one street to
other streets. It measures the number of street to
street transitions needed from one street segment
to reach other streets in the network by using the
shortest route. The radius of that route, how far it
goes, is translated into syntactic as can be seen in
figure 4. This is done in a one-step analysis, twostep analysis and three-step/point-depth analysis.
In the figure every number stands for another step,
the red street is well integrated and the dark blue Figure 4: Scheme of how topological depth is
calculated from one specific street (van Nes & Yamu,
is the least integrated.
2021)
A common radius is 3, which means that there are
3 syntactic steps taken from a certain point. Also known as N-steps which provides an n-step
analysis. This is a very common analysis for public transport stops, shopping streets or other
amenities to measure the ease of reach.
Global axial integration analysis is an analysis with syntactic steps which shows the degree
of accessibility a street has to all other streets in the total urban system. Each step is a change
of direction. The fewer syntactic steps to all destinations in the system, the higher the global
integration value. The longer the axial line and the higher its connectivity to other lines, the
higher its integration in the system. If the axial lines and integration value is low, it is
segregated. Global integration analysis often clearly illustrates the main urban centres of a
city.
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Local integration analysis is performed when the integration of a local (shopping) area has
to be analysed. Local urban centres are often poorly highlighted in the global integration
analysis and they frequently contain low global integration values. There are two ways of
measuring this, performing a global integration analysis of the local city area or performing a
local integration analysis of the entire city (Jiang & Claramunt, 2002). Both global and local
integration analyses calculate the average mean depth value of all streets within the urban
system. With local integration analysis, one can choose a certain syntactic radius, for example,
four steps.
Angular segment analysis measures how integrated a street segment is in relationship to all
other streets in terms of turns. It provides another layer of complexity for integration analysis
by weighting the angle of each turn to other streets or street segments. A segment is an axial
line split into several street segments which take place at every junction. This shows the ‘tomovement’ potential. Its additional value is as follows: each street segment is weighted by the
angle of its connection to other streets. This is based on the idea that angles influence people's
choice in routing which means that angular relationships between streets are important when
people are navigating through the city (Puckett, 2009). The sharper the angular turn from a
segment, the higher the step is weighted. The difference between the three is illustrated in
figure 5.

Figure 5: Basic principles of axial, segment and angular weighted streets
(van Nes & Yamu, 2021)

To conclude, spatial integration is a term without a clear definition and holds many dimensions.
When looking in planning literature, the term is mostly used in Space Syntax theory. Therefore,
Space Syntax is used in combination with TOD theory. This thesis uses both to cover the
concept of spatial integration (figure 6) and uses it to evaluate new developments around newly
developed train stations in the Netherlands.
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2.3 Path diagram

Figure 6: Conceptual framework (Own production)

2.4 Sub-questions
Based on the two theories, the following main research question is formulated:
To what extent do new spatial developments affect the spatial integration of the newly
developed train stations in mid-size cities in the Netherlands?
From the main research question, two definitions have to be operationalised which are ‘newly
developed train stations’ and ‘Mid-size cities in the Netherlands.’ The first definition refers to
the New Key projects, which cover six newly developed stations which are: Amsterdam Zuid,
Utrecht, Rotterdam, Arnhem, Breda and The Hague. Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht and The
Hague are the largest cities in the Netherlands with populations of more than 350.000
inhabitants. Breda and Arnhem are ideal cases that are relatively similar to each other and are
therefore chosen for this research.
This thesis will focus on Breda and Arnhem. The sub-questions that will guide the research
are:
-

What are the spatial conditions around the stations of Breda and Arnhem?
What are the density, diversity and design characteristics around stations of Breda and
Arnhem?
To what extent are the train stations of Breda and Arnhem spatially integrated with their
surroundings according to integration levels of Space Syntax theory?
What are the challenges and opportunities for spatial integration in Breda and Arnhem?
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3. Methodology
3.1 Research strategy
This research aims to comprehensively assess the spatial integration of two train stations in
the Netherlands with their surroundings. The first SRQ evaluates the spatial conditions around
both stations. The second evaluates the TOD dimensions of the stations. The third focuses on
spatial integration from a purely quantitative perspective using Space Syntax methods. The
fourth question focuses on the challenges and opportunities of spatial integration. It tries to
grasp qualitative components which are hard to understand quantitatively. It looks further than
programming and allows getting the opinion of involved experts on the matter. TOD design
contains many different variables and it has shown that different methods can be used to
measure its success. However, most of the TOD research is quantitative and little research
has been done on the spatial integration of retrofitted transit hubs. Especially not on a lower
scale than metropolitan areas or cities. Additionally, the combination of quantitative and
qualitative research is scarce. Therefore, the evaluation of these retrofitted train stations is
valuable and can be answered only through a multi-dimensional research design. The
triangulation method will be used to develop a comprehensive understanding of the
phenomena as can be seen in figure 7. Thus, this research will use a combination of
quantitative data analysis via QGIS and DepthmapX and qualitative data analysis via
interviews and personal observations. This provides a good mix of quantitative and qualitative
methods to come to the right conclusions. It is believed that with these two theories, spatial
integration can be observed in a quantitative functionalist manner and a subjective local
manner. In this way, a degree of spatial integration can be determined.
Based on the paper by Cervero and Kockleman on the 3Ds of a TOD, several indicators have
been formulated as can be seen below in table 3 (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997). Various other
studies have followed this method (Singh et al., 2014) (Niu et al., 2021). To assess the TOD,
first, the TOD area has to be defined via the Euclidian distance. In this research, spatial
integration will be evaluated from the buffer area of 500 to 1000 meters around the train station
(Huang et al., 2018). This is translated into a 5-minute bike ride and a 10-minute walk. Both
are subjected to a TOD and Space Syntax analysis. In the end, the findings are synthesised,
providing a throughout understanding of the station in question.

Figure 7: Triangulation for this research (Own production)
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Design

Space
Syntax
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Variable
Building
Land
use
diversity
Streets
Pedestrian
and cycling
provisions

Integration Connectivity
Accessibility

Interviews

Interviews
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Indicator
FSI
MIX

QN
QN

Intersection density
Imaginability
Human scale
Enclosure
Transparency
Complexity
N step analysis

QN
QL
QL
QL
QL
QL
QN

Global axial integration QN
analysis
Local
integration QN
analysis
QL

Data source
RUDIFUN
RUDIFIN
Google maps
Researchers
observations

Audio
recordings

Table 3: Overview of methodology
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3.2 Introduction of cases
Between 2000 and 2017, NS, Prorail, local municipalities and private parties developed the six
New Key Projects of which Breda and Arnhem are both part of (figure 8). This research on
these cases is relevant since both cities hold similar characteristics such as the seize of the
city and the station. Both stations experienced different adjacent developments and historical
discourses. Table 4 shows the data of both stations. Due to the transformation from an
industrial to a service economy, potential land became available and therefore Breda
experienced a large transition in land use and is still in the middle of it. Arnhem however, limited
its transformation to the station itself and a small area in front of it on the south-east side of the
station. Both stations hold similar characteristics but developed in different contexts.
Category
Total city population
Train commuters/day
Population density
Start building - finish
Costs
Tracks
International connection
Parking spaces
Bicycle racks

Breda
183.873
42.711
1464/km2
2012 - 2016
140 mio
7
HSL line to Antwerp
720
4.200

Arnhem
159.267
53.366
1649/km2
2012 - 2015
90 mio
8
ICE to Cologne
1050
5.000

Table 4: Comparison between both stations

Figure 8: : Map of NSP projects,
case studies and HSL lines
schematic (Own production)
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3.2.1 Breda
Breda is a mid-sized city in the province of Noord-Brabant located between Randstad and
Antwerp. Additionally, it is part of the Brabant City region which consists of Tilburg, Den Bosch
and Eindhoven. The city functions as a port for Belgium. The train station of Breda is located
closely outside the city centre and was, before the new developments, surrounded by industrial
buildings in the north and recognised as an abandoned unattractive place. When the
implementation of the HSL line in the Netherlands from Amsterdam, Rotterdam to Antwerp
became reality, Breda lobbied for a connection and got it. In this way, Breda profited from this
investment and now aims to present itself as an international business node between the
Randstad and Antwerp. ‘’VIA Breda’’ is the all-compassing name of a large project area around
the station covering multiple neighbourhoods (Breda, 2009). It started with the realization of
the station and a new court building to boost urban development in the area and minimize the
barriers the barrier effect (Paul Hazebroek, 2017). The train station was surrounded by vacant
lots due to abandoned industrial sites in the west and north of the city centre. To suffice in
housing demand several large scale building developments are taking place around the station
area containing high density and mixed-use functions. The city sees potential to realise
compact city development. Additionally, connections from the station to the city centre
drastically improved over the last years to increase connectivity. The new station has been
finished in 2016 and can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 9: Breda station (NOS, 2016)
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3.2.2 Arnhem
Arnhem is the capital of the province of Gelderland and functions as a node between the
Randstad and the Ruhr area in Germany. The train station is the largest in the province and
functions as a regional transit hub connecting trains and buses. Like the train station of Breda,
Arnhem central station is closely located near the city centre. The main drivers for station
retrofitting in Arnhem were adjacent outdated government buildings, outdated train station
building and the proposed HSL line to Germany, which was not realised in the end. Instead,
the ICE train is in use at this moment, which runs to Cologne, Germany and Basel, Switzerland
as end stations (international, 2021). The construction of the new station started in 2012 and
finished in 2016 after several postponed deadlines due to architectural complexities. Arnhem
central station is, in contrast to Breda, not the only train station in Arnhem. The city also hosts:
Arnhem Velperpoort (commuters 2.122/day), Arnhem Presikhaaf (commuters 2.770/day), and
Arnhem Zuid (3.510 commuters/day) (NS, 2019). Although to a smaller extent such as in
Breda, urban development around Arnhem central has been developed. In close proximity to
the station, a hotel, cinema and several residential and commercial buildings are realised
(Bouman, 2019). Figure 10 shows an aerial view of the station.

Figure 10: Arnhem station (Luchtfoto, 2021)

In order to get a clear insight into the station, the following pages display several maps of both
cities and the station areas. The first map shows the position of the station in the city. It shows
that both central stations are in close proximity to the inner city. The station of Breda is located
to the north of the inner city near an important greenspace called Valkenbergpark. The city has
one primary station, the second station on the west side is from Prinsenbeek, a small village
that became part of Breda’s agglomeration due to urbanisation. Breda is surrounded by two
highways that are connected with provincial roads north and south of the city as can be seen
on the maps.
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Arnhem station is not as central as the Breda station, it is located on the west side of the city.
On the other hand, Arnhem contains more secondary stations spread over the city. On the
map can be seen that Arnhem is structured differently due to its location next to the Rhine
river. The city is split in two. From an infrastructural perspective, highways do not pass the city
but end in the city. The station is located along a provincial road and a large important green
space called Sonsbeekpark. The second map displays a closer look to understand the TOD
radius. The exact radius of the TOD is debatable, therefore a range between 500 to 1000
meters is illustrated (Canepa, 2007).
The following maps (figure 11) give a quick overview of the changes in the stations and the
land-use changes around the stations via city maps and aerial photos (Luchtfoto, 2021)
(Peeters, 1990) (Topotijdreis, 2022). It can be observed that a lot of developments have taken
place, which stresses the relevance of TOD development in the Netherlands. The locations
are explained with the help of several orientation points which are numbered. When looking at
the land-use changes in Breda, several industrial buildings have been removed around the
station. The shunting yard and the sugar factory have been demolished leaving space for new
developments, opening up the Belcrum neighbourhood to the south and west. On the east
side, some other light industrial buildings have made a place for the construction of the
Stationslaan. Along the Stationslaan several developments are taking place. The station itself
has been transformed from a small building on the south to a building overarching the tracks.
This also counts for Arnhem, which severely expanded its station building and added one more
train track on the north side. Also in Breda, the alteration of the Terhijdenseweg and the
construction of the courthouse are prominent changes in the TOD development.
In Arnhem less space is available but the transformation of the station itself is noteworthy. The
station contains two bus stations, one for local and one for regional transport. The regional
busses are incorporated into the building, similar to Breda. The two large office towers on top
of the station, the Rijn and Park toren are very dominantly present. On the east side of the
station, some changes in the urban fabric can be noted, similar to the north side along the
Amsterdamseweg.
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3.3 Data analysis
In this research, the degree of spatial integration is understood via three dimensions of TOD
theory and Space Syntax theory. This research takes elements of both of them and the
accompanying methods, which are described in this chapter. First, the TOD dimensions of
density, diversity and design will be explained and secondly, Space Syntax theory will be
explained. In the end, the setup and the intention of the interviews are explained. This is
important because both concepts are quantitative and look at the present situation while the
experts can say something about the opportunities and threats of the area.
3.3.1 TOD
The dimensions of TOD are complementary to the Space Syntax mapping and will be
compared. The TOD dimensions say something about the buildings and the Space Syntax
theory says something about the spaces in between the buildings.
Density is the number of units or space in any given area. These units can be people, dwellings
or objects etc. This research refers to the absolute number of residents, space and built
density. Density can be divided into physical density and perceived density. Physical density
is described by Cheng as: “a numerical measure of the concentration of individuals or physical
structures within a given geographical unit. It is an objective, quantitative and neutral spatial
indicator” (Cheng, 2009, p. 1). This research will not go into perceived density, only on physical
density.
There are no standard measures of density, there are only measures that are more used than
others. This research will use the indexes proposed by the Dutch planning office for the living
environment (Planbureau Voor Leefomgeving) in their explanation of the RUDIFUN data.
These indexes are Floorspace index, Ground space index, Layers, Open space ratio and
mixed-use index (Harbers et al., 2019).
For building density, the Floor Space Index is used (FSI) and gives a proper insight into the
morphology and typology of a space. FSI is the ratio of the total floor area of a building (builtup area) with respect to the total plot area (land) and describes the building intensity. This
gives an idea of the total amount of floors a building has and an idea of density. To develop an
all-compassing view of the indexes, a comparison is made between the TOD area 500 to 1000
meters around the train station. This gives insight into the relationship between the TOD and
the rest of the city. All these aspects will be analysed in QGIS with RUDIFUN data.
Diversity refers to the land-use mix of urban functions and can be obtained in several forms.
Diversity can be created through the planning of mixed functions such as residential,
commercial, recreational and industrial uses. Functions can be planned within the same
building (vertical mixed-use) or in close proximity to each other (horizontal mixed-use).
Researching diversity is important because it can contribute to encouraging social interaction
and creating short trip lengths encouraging non-motorized transport such as walking or cycling.
In that way, people can reach different destinations nearby. This can be reached by planning
a mix of social, economic and physical land uses in close proximity to each other (Jacobs,
2016) (Zhang & Guindon, 2006).
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This research will look at Vertical diversity, also known as land-use diversity. This will not be
measured using the notion of ‘entropy’ which has been widely used to assess the level of
diversity of TOD areas. In Dutch spatial planning, Ritsema van Eck and Koomen (Van Eck &
Koomen, 2008) used entropy to measure diversity in a formula. However, the RUDIFUN data
set provides a new approach for the evaluation of diversity, namely: the Mixed-use Index (MXI)
recently introduced by Van den Hoek as a future planning tool for the 21sth century (Hoek,
2010). It shows the ratio between living and non-living floorspace. Thus, instead of evaluating
all different functions, it compares living with non-living functions by dividing total living
floorspace by total floor space. Besides functional diversity, architectural diversity exists and
contributes to a pleasant environment. Architectural diversity will be included in the design
category and will be perceived as a contributor to complexity.
Design is a subjective but essential dimension of TOD planning and spatial integration. The
design of the streets surrounding the train station is crucial for the station's accessibility and
spatial integration. The indication often used for this is around 500 to 1000 meters around the
station which is an estimated 8 to 12 minutes walking time and 5 minutes cycling time (Huang
et al., 2018). Pleasant streets invite users to walk or cycle to an area. In this research two
variables will be analysed; streets and pedestrian and cycling provisions.
Walkability and cyclability will be investigated via a method proposed by Ewing and Handy
(Ewing & Handy, 2009). The interpretation of the built environment can be done in many ways
and is often regarded as subjective and culturally bounded. Many walkability indices have been
developed with different methods (Maghelal & Capp, 2011) and this research will use the
method by Ewing & Handy because of its subjective, accessible and clear approach. Also,
many others have used it in their analysis of streets (Andrews et al., 2012) (Vale, 2015)
(Stojanovski, 2020). They defined five categories: Imaginability, enclosure, human scale,
transparency and complexity. Based on personal observations streets and cycling paths within
the TOD area will be judged in those five categories. A site visit will be conducted and four
important streets within the TOD radius will be judged on the elements illustrated in table 1A,
which can be found in the appendix. The four streets around the stations are illustrated in figure
12. It will be analysed to what extent these features are present and what quality they pose.
Further detail can be found in the appendix.
This method will answer the sub-question: What are the density, diversity and design
characteristics around stations of Breda and Arnhem?
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Figure 12: Pedestrian routes towards stations (own production)
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3.3.2 Space Syntax
Via Space Syntax analysis, the position of a location in a network can be analysed. This is
translated into the degree of integration. To get an understanding of the degree of connectivity
of the station with its direct surroundings and the city, a global and a local integration analysis
will be performed. For Space Syntax analysis, the program DepthmapX will be used, which is
an open-source program designed for axial and road segment line network analysis.
Global integration analysis indicates vehicle connectivity and local integration analysis
indicates pedestrian connectivity. Since both are important for ‘first or last mile’ travel and the
station facilitates bus transport, they will both be taken into account. The degree of
potentialities and obstacles for development around station areas can be revealed.
For connectivity, an N-step analysis will be performed on both stations This will be executed
on a scale of 1 km buffer around the station and with an N value of three (three syntactic steps).
It demonstrates how directly a street or road is connected to its vicinity. An N-step analysis is
often applied to public transport stops or other amenities such as schools and hospitals (Van
Nes & Stolk, 2012). A map will be created with colour codes from red (high connectivity) to
blue (low connectivity).
For accessibility, a global axial integration analysis will be performed on both Breda and
Arnhem. A global integration analysis calculates the accessibility of the station for all departure
points in the city. It will make clear which areas in the city are segregated from the station.
Local integration is expressed in steps, global axial integration analysis is expressed in mean
depth values. In this way, a map is translated into a formula as can be seen in figure 13. The
total depth is calculated by the number of spaces that must be passed through a chosen
starting point in a network. Total depth is calculated by the sum of all possible steps from a
chosen starting point. In other words, the total depth sum is calculated by first multiplying the
number of spaces by the number of the respective topological depths and then summing up
all values for each topologic depth (van Nes & Yamu, 2021).
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Figure 13: Integration: calculating total depth for Town X (van Nes & Yamu, 2021)

DepthmapX software can calculate topological distance, geometric distance and metric
distance. It is the same as the global integration analysis but it has fewer depth steps. For
global integration analysis, the sum of the total depth is 34, for local integration analysis, it is
13. As figure 13 shows, an axial map will be manually made and an axial integration and
connectivity analysis will be conducted. A global integration analysis will be done to get a more
clear view of accessibility. Each line is weighed based on its angle of connection to other
streets. Through these maps, a degree of connectivity and integration can be grasped.
A global integration analysis will be conducted with r = n and a connectivity analysis will be
conducted with r = n for both stations for the years 2000 and 2020.
This method will answer the sub-question: To what extent are the train stations of Breda and
Arnhem spatially integrated with their surroundings according to integration levels of Space
Syntax theory?
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3.3.3 Interviews
The stations have been redeveloped in close collaboration between the state, local
municipalities, design firms, Prorail, NS and private real estate companies. Prorail is a
government task organisation that takes care of maintenance and extensions of the national railway
network infrastructure allocating rail capacity, and of traffic control. NS is the passenger railway
operator that focuses on the train service. The two companies split in 2003 after the privatization
of the railway companies. Both have different interests when redeveloping a station. The NS is
focussing on the travel service and is the owner of the stations. Municipalities and private real
estate companies have been involved in the development of the adjacent areas. Therefore it
is important to understand their perspective and the situation they dealt with.
Train station challenges are very site-specific and it is important to tackle them to get a high
degree of spatial integration. To get a grip on this, interviews with open questions will be held
with experts who were involved with the development of the station and its surroundings. As
earlier described, several challenges have been named. By asking close questions these
challenges are assumed and missing out on other challenges is likely to happen. Open
questions to public and private stakeholders are expected to give the best scope on the matter.
Therefore an interview with a stakeholder from a public body (municipality), a semi-public body
(NS) and one from the design office who was involved with the station will be held. Therefore
in total five interviews will be held. The interviews will address the challenges and opportunities
for spatial integration. They will go into detail about the functions, the degree of spatial
integration of the station and the contemporary TOD challenges. The interviews contemplate
the whole development period. The interview guide can be found in the appendix.
This method partly answers three research questions: What are the challenges and
opportunities for spatial integration in Breda and Arnhem?
The interviews have been held between November 2021 and January 2022 with several
important actors around the developments of both stations. Table 5 below gives an overview.

Respondent

Party

Topic

Date

Respondent 1
Respondent 2

Municipality of Breda
Design studio Koen
van Velsen
Municipality
of
Arnhem
Design studio UN
Studio
NS Spoorzone

Breda station
Breda station

24 November 2021
11 Januari 2022

Arnhem station

16 December 2021

Arnhem station

9 December 2021

Both stations

23 November 2021

Respondent 3
Respondent 4
Respondent 5

Table 5: Respondents list interviews
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4. Findings
This chapter will present the results of the collected data to answer the sub-questions. The first
subchapter will try to answer the sub-question: what are the spatial conditions around the
station of Breda and Arnhem? The second subchapter will give an answer to the sub-question:
What are the density, diversity and design characteristics around stations of Breda and
Arnhem? The last subchapter will give an answer to the sub-question: To what extent are the
train stations of Breda and Arnhem spatially integrated with their surroundings according to
integration levels of Space Syntax theory?

4.1 Land use changes
In order to understand the spatial conditions in Breda and Arnhem, six primary factors that
affect the developments of the station and the station area have been delineated following
Higgins (Higgins et al., 2014). Providing a framework that helps to understand the
transformation of transit environments. These factors are transit accessibility, growth &
demand, social conditions, physical conditions, available land and complementary planning.
First, the case of Breda is elaborated on, followed by the case of Arnhem. In the following subchapter, first, an overview of the general land-use changes is provided followed by the six
factors of Higgins.
4.1.1 Land use changes in Breda
As can be seen in figure 14, the station of Breda is located on the north side of the inner city
and its tracks are focused on the industrial site in the north with several tracks reaching towards
it. Like Arnhem, it has a shunting yard on the north side and one track going up north to
Havenkwartier, which is a harbour. On the north, west and east side of the station, large

Figure 14: Breda station area year 2000
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factories are located. Directly to the north of the station is the neighbourhood Belcrum located,
a small scale residential neighbourhood.
In 2003, the municipality accepted the masterplan named: VIA Breda, also known as
‘Crossmark’, covering 150 hectares in central and Northern Breda consisting of several
neighbourhoods including the Stationskwartier, the urban area around the station. The main
goal of the project was to realise a completely new city district with dwellings and mixed-use
functions which are highly accessible. In the physical conditions paragraph more of the VIA
Breda plan will be explained. In the map below, figure 15, the results of the masterplan that
the municipality initiated are shown. The shunting yard has been demolished and dense mixeduse functions have been developed in its place on the west side of the station. On the east
side, many dwellings have been realised in different density levels. Also on the south-east side
of the train tracks, many compact developments have taken place. The new train station itself
is very large and contains multiple functions such as the bus station and commercial and
residential functions. The station is built on the side and top of the tracks. In the future, buildings
will be developed along the south of the train station in between the train tracks and the existing
urban fabric as figure 15 displays. Also, the road network has been adjusted. Three major
adjustments have been made. In the south, a provincial road has been demolished resulting
in the expansion of Valkenbergpark. To the north side of the station, a large provincial road
has been implemented spanning from east to west to connect all new developments with the
rest of the city. It improves car accessibility to the station since the kiss & ride location is located
on the north side moving the car traffic volume from south to north. Finally, the provincial road,
Terheijdenseweg, going from north to south has been cut from the network to separate the
connections to the Belcrum neighbourhood.

Figure 15: Breda station area year 2020
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Several factories have been demolished, the factory on the east side has been demolished to
make place for new developments and the sugar factory on the west side across the river has
been demolished. New plans are being developed right now as can be seen in Figures 16 and
17. On the west side of the station, a project called ‘5tracks’ is under development and will
contain high-density mixed-use program in the direct vicinity of the station.

Figure 16: New developments west of the station
(Eesteren, 2022)

Figure 17: New developments east of the station (Breda,
2022)

Total building plan in and around the station.
Program

Planned

Realized

Offices
Dwellings
Amenities

115.000 m2
71.000 m2
19.000 m2

119.000 m2
75.000 m2
13.000 m2

Table 6: Overview of programs Breda station (Spoorbouwmeester, 2016)

Transit accessibility
Around 2000, the Dutch government together with the NS made plans for the wide
implementation of HSL lines in the Netherlands. Three lines were proposed, one from
Amsterdam to Rotterdam, Breda, ending in Belgium. One line from Amsterdam to Groningen
and one line from Amsterdam to Germany via Utrecht and Arnhem. These lines were the initial
motivation for the NSP projects, making the stations of Arnhem and Breda an essential part of
the investments since Arnhem was perceived as the corridor to the east and Breda to the south
(de Boer, 2008). In that period, the municipality of Breda started the ‘VIA Breda’ project, which
is a masterplan to transform the central station and the surrounding area, mostly on the north
side, into a high-quality location that functions as a transit node between the Randstad, Brabant
city region and the ‘Vlaamse ruit’. This was made possible due to the implementation of the
HSL network in the Netherlands and the NSP projects where the state for a high share funded
the retrofitting of several large stations in the Netherlands (Spoorbeeld, 2016). The
implementation of the HSL led to the fact that the municipality lobbied for an HSL stop in Breda
to use it as a catalyser for the retrofitting of the station area (Peter, 2016). This connection
provides Breda with an international link and access to new places locations such as the
Randstad, Antwerp and Brussels.
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Regional economic, population, and employment growth and demand for development
For almost a decade, housing shortage has been dominating the Dutch political debate and
this will continue in the coming years. This shortage has increased to 315.000 dwellings in
2020 (Trouw, 2021). Breda is located in the province of North Brabant, the province is expected
to have an increasing housing stock of 120.000 in 2030. This means 12.000 newly built
dwellings a year to reduce the shortage (Noort-Brabant, 2020). In Breda, the population is set
to grow from 184.00 in 2019 to 202.000 in 2040, creating also housing shortage problems in
the city itself. The majority of the new houses will be built within city borders, utilising vacant
lots or transforming vacant office buildings. The economy of Noord-Brabant is dominated by
logistics and industry due to its geographical location. It is directly located in the hinterland of
the Rotterdam harbour, the Rhine and is on the route to the Ruhr area and other important
industrial locations such as North Italy. 21% of the added value of the Dutch industry sector
originates from Noord-Brabant (Noord-Brabant, 2020). The role of the province in the country
and the role of the city in its economic region is relevant for the redevelopment of the station,
this becomes clear by the following quote from the city planner of Breda:
‘’I think that in Arnhem they have had much more the vision to use the station to put Arnhem
on the map. To put the KAN region (node Arnhem Nijmegen) on the map. Brabant is the second
growth region of the Netherlands and the KAN region is a bit behind in economic terms. I think
the City Council (of Arnhem) also had to have a shine project to state something. I think we
also have a shine project in a way. Only that one is translated in a completely different way.’’
(planner, 2020).
As can be concluded, the role of the region in relation to the country can affect the way the
station renewal project is approached. As can be seen in table 7, housing prices in Breda and
Arnhem in neighbourhoods around the station increased drastically. However, for Arnhem this
is not the case for the Stationsplein, this could be due to the nuisance of the construction. The
interviewee also noted the changes in the housing prices and popularity of adjacent
neighbourhoods in Breda by saying:
‘’What you see now with the Belcrum, 15 years ago you bought a house there for 100.000 euro
because it was a really bad neighbourhood, well, you know, it is now one of the 10 hippest
neighbourhoods in the Netherlands.’’ (planner, 2020).
The station area had a profound influence on the accessibility and quality of the Belcrum area
and influenced the average housing price in euros.
Neighbourhood

2009 average housing price

2020 average housing price

Breda overall
Belcrum
City centre
Stationskwartier
Arnhem overall
City centre
Stationsplein
Burgermeesterwijk

254.000
215.000
211.000
212.000
201.000
192.000
164.000
337.000

293.00
290.000
231.000
247.000
218.000
185.000
154.000
391.000

Table 7: Average housing prices in euros (CBS, 2020a)
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The financial crisis in 2008 created several setbacks in the VIA Breda project such as lower
response rates for tenders, lower predicted demand for housing and other functions which
made investors less willing to invest. As a result, more residential square meters have been
realised instead of commercial square meters because the demand for offices space declined
after the crisis. The crisis also affected the role of the involved parties in the development. The
urban planner of the municipality of Breda commented:
‘’So a difficult moment was 2008, when the financial crisis came. The shunting yard was simply
in ownership of the NS and had a subsidiary company NS Transport, which was a part of the
NS. And they said in 2012: that development part, maybe we are not so good at that, we will
stop. But we were already working on the station and that area development, which is of course
also a financial engine to be able to pay for such an area. But we had concluded good
contracts, I think that was a difficult moment, but in the end, we pulled everything to ourselves
as the government and we took our responsibility and started developing ourselves.’’ (planner,
2020).
This shows how the crisis changed the role of certain stakeholders during the project. However,
overall the crisis had a low impact on the station itself (Breda, 2009) but it had some effects on
the adjacent developments. As the interviewee said:
‘’There were projects that we had to fight to get done. In a crisis, what you always see is that
a program is sought that has little risk in it. But a low-risk program doesn't mean you're making
a good move in the long run.’’ (planner, 2020).
This shows that the crisis of 2008 affected the urban strategy and urban quality of the city.
Social conditions in transit corridor and station areas
According to Bertwin van Rooijen, program manager of VIA Breda masterplan: ‘‘The adjacent
area of the station was of poor quality and was neglected over the years. Vacant lots with rail
and poor maintained greenery dominated the northern side of the station and this had a
profound negative effect on the neighbourhoods nearby.’’ (Jeucken, 2017).
The neighbourhood, also known as the Belcrum, suffered from air and noise pollution and the
northern side slowly lost its connection with the city (STIPO, 2018). The area was neglected
and characterised by poor spatial quality, noise and air pollution in combination with the low
social-economic status of the residents led to an accumulation effect. In between the Belcrum
and the station lay a large car parking and a shunting yard as can be seen in figure 18. The
urban planner of the municipality observed the situation on the north side:
‘‘The Belcrum used to be a real working-class neighbourhood and you were not allowed to go
there because those were bad neighbourhoods. Only criminals and scum (tuig) lived there.
That's how it was perceived. You were not allowed to pass under the railway. The track is a
dividing line. That was also the competition we had organized in the tender for the station. A
really big challenge that you would build a station that would connect and fraternize the
districts.’’ (planner, 2020).
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As can be seen, the municipality wanted to use the transition of the station to mitigate the
barrier effect and enhance the public space to increase the quality of life on the north side and
its attractiveness. This was realised by giving the station area two front sides and transforming
the vacant industrial buildings into dwellings or commercial functions. It reveals the relationship
between social and physical conditions and how physical interventions can benefit social
conditions. The area consists of many old factories which were transformed into cultural hubs
or dwellings bringing social cohesion and activity back.

Figure 18: North side of station (Voermans, 2012)

Physical conditions in transit corridor and station areas
As mentioned in 2003, the municipality accepted the masterplan named: VIA Breda, illustrated
in figure 19. A new city district is being realised and the new courthouse and retrofitted train
station functioned as drivers for this development. The project consists of the construction of
3.200 dwellings, 110.000 square meters of office space and 40.000 square meters of space
for amenities and the transformation of several abandoned industrial sites and marshalling
yards between 2007 and 2025 (Breda, 2021). In the past, the northern area of the station was
isolated from the rest of the city and was prone to criminal activity. It was dominated by poor
quality housing and (neglected) industrial spaces. This new project transforms the industrial
sites into housing and office space and injects the area with greenery and high-quality public
space.
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Figure 19: Overview of the masterplan for urban transformation in Breda around the station (Breda, 2021)
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The new developments are characterised by a mix of office, commercial and residential
functions, greenery and density. For this project, the courthouse (construction started in 2014
and finished in 2018) and the train station (construction started in 2012 and finished in 2015)
were built first as they could function as a catalyser for further developments
(Gebiedsontwikkeling, 2012). Figure 19 shows that the west side of the station is included in
future developments. The station functions as the main link in the VIA Breda masterplan which
aims at a clear structure to lead the new developments for the coming decades, the integration
of the new developments with the contemporary urban fabric, realising mix-use program and
the creation of a new identity of the train terminal and ‘het Stationskwartier’. (municipality,
2007).
Available land for development and ease of land assembly
As mentioned, the VIA Breda masterplan consists of 150 hectares. There are three former
industrial sites part of the VIA Breda masterplan which are prone to change. The first is the
shunting yard which became available for development, the second one is the former harbour
area also known as the Havenkwartier and the third area is the former sugar factory across
the canal The harbour area has been constructed in the thirties of the previous century and
was a monofunctional industrial area aimed at trade by water (Breda, 2018). Due to the
emergence of road-based logistics and the transformation from a production-based economy
to a service-based economy, companies disappeared from the Havenkwartier. This led to an
increase in vacant buildings and sites in the 1990s and 2000s creating abandoned, unsafe and
unattractive environments. The demolishing of the former sugar factory and the vacant factory
buildings in the Havenkwartier created the potential for new developments (Schapendonk,
2021).
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4.1.2 Land use changes in Arnhem
As can be seen in figure 20, the train station is located between Sonsbeekpark and the inner
city. The large vacant space on the west side of the station is the bus plaza. The location of
the station follows a long tradition of Dutch stations being located very near, mostly to the north
of the old historic city centres. As can be seen, on the west side of the station, a shunting yard
is located. One element not present on the map is the height difference. The station and its
rails are more or less located in a wide trench and the land more or less goes up from the river
to the north with a height difference of 50 meters.

Figure 20: Arnhem station area year 2000 (BAG, 2020)
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Figure 21: Arnhem station area year 2020 (BAG, 2020)

Figure 21 shows the new developments around the station from the year 2000 to the year
2020. Besides the new developments of the station itself, some other significant changes have
taken place. First of all, in the inner city densification has taken place. Additional empty lots
have been developed. Second of all, the large provincial roads running through the city from
north to south, creating a barrier effect between the station and the inner city, have been diluted
with a tunnel. Directly around the station on the west and east side, some high-density mixuse developments have taken place. This will be later elaborated on. Another significant fact
is the expansion of the rail tracks to the north. The station needed more capacity so the large
road adjacent to the north side, the Amsterdamseweg, has been moved up more to the north
to create space for an extra train track. Several houses had to be demolished. Along with that,
new houses are being developed in its place.
The total building plan in and around the station is shown in table 8.
Program

Planned

Realized

Offices
80.000 m2
80.000 m2
Dwellings
19.500 m2
22.000 m2
Amenities
10.000 m2
8.100 m2
Table 8: Overview of program Arnhem station (Spoorbouwmeester, 2016)
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Figure 22: New developments on
the east side of Arnhem station
(Architectenweb, 2018)

As can be seen in figure 22, the new planned developments around Arnhem central station on
the east side are more aesthetically connected to the station. It carries the same cosmopolitan
architecture as the station. The building contains a mix-use program with offices, housing and
hospitality functions and reaches high levels of FSI since it consists of two towers. One of 30
meters and one of 50 meters.
Transit accessibility
As mentioned, Arnhem functioned as a corridor to the east via its new HSL connection.
However, in the end, the east HSL line to Germany has not been realised due to limited travel
time gains and high costs. Instead, since the year 2000, the ICE train is providing Arnhem with
an international connection. The ICE is a German high-speed train covering Germany and
partly neighbouring countries. An interview with a project manager of the planning department
of Arnhem revealed that the focus of the redevelopment of the station was mainly the increase
of accessibility by different modes of transport:
‘‘You see a growth in transport capacities, both by bus and by train. And Arnhem thought it
was time to just renew the entire area. (…) And then you come across that you have started
parking with the car, so there must be an underground parking garage. Well, if you list all those
preconditions, you will create a program of requirements yourself, which in turn has been the
input for the master plan, which was ultimately drawn up by UN studio. (…) We want to create
a new station. We want an optimally flexible bus station. (…) we are also dealing with cyclists,
so there must also be a good parking facility. And the station itself. But that was not the task
of the municipality but the task of ProRail and NS. The station itself also had to last for years,
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so it was really necessary to look at what the expected transport capacity is and what space
do you need to be able to let all those travellers walk in and out of the station.’’ (planning,
2021).
As can be derived from this quote, when drafting the requirements for the new station, the
municipality of Arnhem took commuter capacity as the starting point.
Regional economic, population, and employment growth and demand for development
In the 80s and 90s, the Arnhem-Nijmegen region was known as a deteriorated industrial region
due to the closing of industrial powerhouses and the departure of large (industrial) companies
(Gelderland, 2003). This had a negative effect on employment leading to an average
unemployment rating of 4 % above the national average. In reaction to this, municipalities
sought collaboration leading to the establishment of the network region of Arnhem-Nijmegen
in 1994 which was turned into city region Arnhem-Nijmegen in 2006. The national government
appointed the Arnhem-Nijmegen as a new important city node in the country, this gave the
region stimuli for growth. It had to be able to compete nationally and internally as an economic
and knowledge hub. The station area was seen as a very important component of the
development of this region. With a population of around 750.000 people, the city-region is one
of the largest population concentrations outside the Randstad. Employment grew from 320.000
in 2000 to 360.000 in 2011 (Rabobank, 2012). The Arnhem station is, together with highway
A12, the main transport corridor for the region on the west-east axis. Between the planning in
1997 and the realisation of 2015, the population of Arnhem increased by 15.000 people. The
economic crisis in 2008 influenced the station area developments. A consequence of the crisis
was an abundance of office space, changing the program of the station area. Planners aimed
at a certain amount of office space but they decided during the process to aim for dwellings
because there was more demand for them. The project manager of urban planning of Arnhem
also noted that due to the crisis in one block instead of offices and dwellings a cinema was
realised because there was no demand for both (planning, 2021). In the case of Arnhem, the
crisis influenced the programming of the buildings which influenced the connection between
the station and the west side of the city as the project manager says:
‘’(the building on the west) That was an office building. The office market collapsed, so it was
transformed into a residential building. At the time of the plan development of Arnhem Central,
the intention was to build an office building there. Well, if an office building is built there, you
will have a completely different experience for the connection than what has now been built.
What if there is a residential building there? You can see that things have changed over the
years. And that does not completely align in terms of experience.’ (planning, 2021).
The quote shows that external factors such as the economic crisis changed the initial program
of the buildings adjacent to the station.
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Social conditions in transit corridor and station areas
There are no significant social conditions to mention for the Arnhem station area. Overall the
station area was one of neglect and low quality. In the interview with the architect UN Studio,
the architect describes the station as followed:
‘’It had to leave soon, it could not be kept in that place, but otherwise quite a desolate area, a
lot of drug use, many homeless, low quality of the environment.’’ (Architect, 2021).
No relevant social condition has been a driver for station renewal but the poor circumstances
functioned as a side effect stimulating the redevelopment.
Physical conditions in transit corridor and station areas
The first drafts of a master plan for the station area were composed in 1994. The station was
outdated and it had to take part in the development of the KAN region. The municipality had a
couple of goals: the revitalisation of the station area is a large component in the development
of the KAN region as a rail business centre and therefore it has to become a qualitative and
quantitative strong project. A new transport hub was needed and new economic activities had
to be developed along with it (Arnhem, 1994). Currently, the station contains two office towers,
of which four were planned but this was cancelled because at that moment 30.000 square
meters of office space in the city was vacant. Therefore, the municipality did not see the
necessity to realise new office space.
Breda used the NSP to present itself as an internationally competitive city within Europe and
launched the VIA Breda masterplan. They did this to enhance the quality of the north side.
Arnhem tried something similar by initiating the ‘Rijnboogproject’ illustrated in figure 23. This
contained large scale demolition and new developments between the station, inner-city and
the Rhine river also known as the area of Coehoorn, to modernise itself and to be competitive
with other cities. The Rijnboogproject aimed at recreating a high-quality walking route between
east and west going from the station to Kerkplein via the Coehoorn neighbourhood. In this way,
the primary walking route from the station to the inner city would have been established. Along
this corridor, buildings would have been revitalised, demolished and build. In the Coehoorn
neighbourhood, new and modern high-density buildings were planned to give the city a modern
look (Gemeente Arnhem, 2004). Due to the financial crisis in 2008 and the cancellation of the
Rijnboogproject, this never happened (Arnhem-Direct, 2016).
The Rijnboogproject would have been a good opportunity for spatial integration between the
station and the city but due to several factors, it failed. The project manager of urban planning
explains:
‘‘Why has Rijnboog failed? Well, ambitions were too high. Projects were too big and there was
perhaps too much resistance, in the city but also the political parties.’’(planning, 2021).
As a consequence, the character of the station area and the Coehoorn neighbourhood do not
match. In the end, the station itself and the small area on the east side have been redeveloped
but the rest of the surrounding neighbourhoods are not, creating a contrast between the urban
areas (Visser, 2016). The Rijnboogproject aimed at creating a walking corridor from the station
to the southern part of the inner city but this was never realised. As a result, the main walking
route to the inner city now is going east, entering the inner city via the north side. On the south
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side of the station, large offices were planned but apart from one office building, this has been
cancelled.

Figure 23: Rijnboog masterplan (Urhahn, 2004)

The goal of the retrofitted station area of Arnhem was to create a multi-modal transport node
for the region. It was intended that commuters could enter the city by the station and were able
to reach the station via public transport, cycling or walking (Ruijven, 2019). An important factor
for Arnhem was the renovation of national government offices that are located in the direct
vicinity of the station on the west. The national government (Rijks) saw the renovation of the
station area as a good opportunity to renovate their office buildings. As part of the project
DOEN, an initiative of Rijkswaterstaat which consists of a collaboration of private parties, the
municipality and the state, the state invested in the renovation of these offices
(Rijksvastgoedbedrijf, 2018).
Available land for development and ease of land assembly
In contrast to Breda where large areas around the station are being developed, the
development of the station of Arnhem is limited to the station and a couple of plots. On the
north and east sides, a couple of new buildings have been developed which reach high
densities. On the station itself, two large towers with a diverse mix of functions have been
realised as part of the station renovation program and on the east side, a large mix-use building
will be constructed containing leisure and office functions. In the north, the Amsterdamseweg
has been moved further up north to create more space for a new train track and office space.
Complementary government planning and policy for both Breda and Arnhem
The New Key projects (NSP) is a policy where the national government became actively
involved in local urban redevelopment via procedural and financial coordination. The main
argument for the Key project policy was to redistribute wealth to keep the country economically
competitive with other European countries. Policymakers were concerned that Dutch cities
were not able to coop with the competition the open European market would create and the
transition from an industrial to economic to a service economy. Additionally, the new stations
had to be able to cope with the expected increase in commuters (Terhorst & Van De Ven,
1995). The first generation of Key projects launched in the 1980s aimed to strengthen the
economies of cities via developing internationally competitive locations. The second
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generation solely focused on the development of high-speed train stations together with
adjacent areas to stimulate the local economy and move the office locations from highway
oriented towards transit-oriented oriented locations. For both generations the main motivation
was economic and that the benefits of the investment would be reciprocal to the country. The
second generation was orientated on the area around the train stations. When the
implementation of the HSL became reality, the stations connected to it needed to be retrofitted
as well according to the VROM. The idea was that the HSL stations and surrounding areas are
the first impressions when people come from abroad. Because there were no available office
locations near station areas, companies had difficulties relocating to station areas. Therefore,
the VROM stimulated office development near train stations. Because the station areas were
considered urgent national issues, the active intervention was justified (Spaans et al., 2013).
In the late 1990s, the VROM selected six stations that got connected to the HSL which were:
Amsterdam Zuid, Breda, Arnhem, Utrecht, Rotterdam and The Hague. The focus of these
projects lay on urban quality and they all included a mix of offices, housing and various
amenities sometimes completed with large scale redevelopment of infrastructure. This was
motivated by the idea that an attractive station location, when properly integrated into the city,
would contribute to the attractiveness of the city as a whole which would increase liveability in
inner-city areas (VROM, 2003). The subsidy was essential for the realisation of the projects,
as the urban planner of the Breda municipality commented:
‘‘The existence of the ministry imposed pressure, that was the mechanism behind it. That was
incredibly pleasant, at least on several levels. NSP means NSP subsidy. We received 80% for
every euro we invested as a city. There you go as Councillor, you don’t say, well, lower the
quality a bit. You don't, because you can always cough up that 20 cents, but if you don't cough
up 20 cents, you miss 80 per cent. You just get it thrown in your lap. It is an incredibly powerful
tool, that's only because there was a ministry behind it.’’ (planner, 2020).
The interviewee mentions the subsidy as the main driver for the redevelopment of the station
area. Also for Arnhem, the NSP subsidy was crucial for the success of the station and
functioned as the main driver for high-quality renovation but also functioned as a driver for
other plans in the city. The project manager of urban planning of Arnhem comments:
‘‘To obtain the subsidy that Arnhem needed to be able to build the station, the Coehoorn project
was also added, and that was an area that was also on the development list for the municipality.
Only much later, after the station was ready and that was then the horizon about 2010, after
that, the Coehoorn area will be tackled. Parallel is also the Rijnboogproject, well, that may have
been running a little earlier, but the Rijnboogproject was already underway. And when that key
project idea came into view, we looked at the coherence of the projects. On the one hand to
be able to obtain the subsidy in this way and on the other hand to be able to connect all those
new projects and therefore to be able to make that connection with the new interpretation.’’
(planning, 2021).
To conclude, the subsidy functioned as an incentive to stimulate local city plans and to
stimulate the coherence among those plans. Table 9 shows an overview and conclusion of the
different aspects of the land-use changes before and after the station developments.
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Category

Breda

Arnhem

Accessibility

Before
(-) Provincial station
After
(+) Node between Randstad,
Brabantstad and ‘Vlaamse
ruit’ by train and central node
for local bus network

Regional growth

Before
(+)
Brabant
second
economic engine of the
country
After
(+)
Brabant continues to be the
second economic engine of
the country via logistics and
knowledge innovations
Before
(--) Poor quality of residential
neighbourhood adjacent to
the station
and large
abandoned industrial sites
(++) Station part of a large
redevelopment masterplan
with high-quality housing and
offices

Before
(--) Old post-war station with
a large uncovered bus plaza
After
(++) Regional node for large
bus network, main access
point for KAN region, the
main connector between
Randstad and Ruhr area
Before
(-)
KAN
region
is
economically
unattractive
and
suffering
from
economical transformations
After
(+) Small enhancement of
KAN
region
due
to
improvement
of
infrastructure
Before
(-) No significant physical
conditions
After
(-)
High-quality
developments on the east
side but a majority of
extension
plans
and
masterplans were reduced or
cancelled
Before
(-) Need for larger transport
capacities and construction
of transfer hall
After
(+) The new station area
created
a
vibrant
environment on the east side
(+) Limited land available,
but tried to create new land
and to reach the full potential
of available land
(++) Profited from NSP
subsidies

Physical conditions

Social conditions

Available land

Before
(--) Unsafe neighbourhood,
the station functioned as a
barrier
After
(++) New station mitigates
barrier effect of tracks
between north and south
(++) Area the size of the
inner city became available
for redevelopment

Complementary
(++) Profited
government planning and subsidies
policy

from

NSP

Table 9: summary of land use conditions of Breda and Arnhem compared
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4.2 Density, Diversity and design around station areas
This chapter elaborates on the density, diversity and design aspects of the stations of Breda
and Arnhem. With RUDIFUN data from the Dutch government in QGIS density and diversity
are illustrated and elaborated on via the indicators FSI, OSR and MIX. With personal
observations, the design contribution to integration is observed. First, Breda is explained.
4.2.1 Density in Breda
Figure 24 shows the FSI density of the area around the train station of Breda. It shows that the
high densities are located in the inner city and on the south side of the station. The new
buildings in black are not finished yet but according to the plans, they show high FSI ratings.
However this applies to the large black buildings, the small ones on the east are newly
developed row houses. There lies a lot of potential on the north and west side of the station.
These areas are under development or in the design phase. The northeast side of the station
shows low densities, there are no plans for making this area more compact. The
neighbourhood on the north side of the station is called Belcrum, it shows relatively high
densities but the buildings are only small row houses of 2 or 3 levels in small streets. Overall
it can be observed that there is a gradual increase in density towards the station.

Figure 24: Floor space index of Breda station area (Harbers et al., 2019)
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Figure 25 shows the Open space ratio of the urban fabric around the station of Breda. As can
be seen, on the north side of the station there is room for potential. In Belcrum, almost all
houses are equipped with a front and back garden which makes the open space ratio relatively
high. Also, the old industrial areas show high levels of OSR due to their shape and required
open space for industrial activities leaving space for potential. The blocks in the south of the
city are relatively consistent. On the northeast side also a lot of space in between the blocks
can be noted.

Figure 25: Open space ratio of Breda station area (Harbers et al., 2019)
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4.2.2 Diversity in Breda
In figure 26, the mix-use around the station of Breda is displayed. It shows many function
separations and monofunctional areas around the station, especially in the north and east.
There are diverse functions next to each other but not in the same buildings. This is called
horizontal diversity. The Belcrum neighbourhood clearly shows a monofunctional residential
space and north and west of that the monofunctional program of the industrial spaces is clearly
visible. Also in the southwest, lots of blocks are dominated by residential functions. But closer
to the inner city blocks tend to be more mixed-use. Also in the direct vicinity of the station,
some blocks are mixed-use but it is clear that vertical diversity in Breda is low. The black
buildings are all mixed-use with non-residential functions on the ground floor and residential
functions on the upper floors.

Figure 26: Mix use Breda station area, the ratio of non-residential use to residential use (0 means no residential
and 1 means fully residential) (Harbers et al., 2019)
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4.2.3 Walkability in Breda
Figure 28 shows the walkability radius from the station. Figure 29 gives an overview of the
observed streets. As the figure shows, the canal functions as a barrier, limiting the reach of the
TOD. Via the north side, walkability reach is better compared with the south side due to the
water ring on the south and west side and the presence of the KMA, a military ground in the
inner city. The belcrum neighbourhood consists of a dense web of streets and therefore shows
a further reach. For example, in the southeast, the blocks are wider which results in a shorter
reach.

Figure 28: Walkability radius from station

Figure 29: Observed streets Breda (Own production)
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For walkability, four streets have been observed who are considered important streets
commuters take when going to the station. Each street has been judged on several criteria, all
forms can be found in Appendix I. In this chapter, a summary will be given of the streets. The
figures below give an impression of the observed streets around the Breda train station.
As can be seen in figure 30,
Speelhuislaan is a street
crossing a relatively low-density
residential neighbourhood with
a very spacious layout. It is very
friendly for pedestrians, has
large amounts of green and has
high architectural quality. In
terms of scale, there is a large
difference between the Belcrum
neighbourhood and the station.
Density does not increase
towards the station but a large
space of public space separates
the station from the street and
Figure 30: Connection from Speelhuislaan to station (Own production)
the neighbourhood, providing a
subtle separation. However, as mentioned by the architect, the station façade is made of bricks
to lower the contrast between the station and the surrounding urban fabric.
The spoorstraat is a very calm street on the southwest side of the station with low traffic
volumes and a homogeneous architectural style and building volume. On side contains vacant
lots but future development will take place. As can be seen in figure 31, the station emerges
smoothly on the end of the street as one of the buildings on the left side with a sidewalk merging
into the public space in front of the station. The public spaces and the built volumes are
relatively
similar.
This
has
been
achieved by using the
same materials as the
surrounding buildings
and public space.

Figure 31: Border of
Spoorstraat and station
(Own production)
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The Willemstraat is also a
good example of using
public space as a tool for
integration as figure 32
illustrates. The public space
of the station spreads
through the street and
functions as a walking route
connecting the station
square with the park which
is in turn connected to the
inner city. The building
fabric connects well with the
fabric of the station in terms
of height and material. The
street is very pedestrianfriendly both as a place to Figure 32: Willemstraat and the station (Own production)
be due to its large amount of trees, extensive public furniture and as a place to move. The
street is an extension of the plaza on the south side of the station. Making the station a
pedestrian-friendly area.
The stationslaan is a new street and functions as a connector for all new realised projects
around the station and is the main access road to the station by car. In front of the station, on
the north side, the Kiss & Ride is located and wide cycling lanes and sidewalks are
implemented. The motorised and non-motorised modes are separated. For integration
purposes, the sidewalk and the cycling lane on the station side of the street descend a couple
of meters to the same height as the northern entrance of the station (figure 33). The street is
very busy and contains one major crossing, also the bus lines are connected to this street.
This removes the burden of
the high frequency of
busses and cars from the
more pedestrian-oriented
south side. The new
buildings along the road
appear to be uniform with
few details in the facades.
Half of the buildings along
this street are not realised
yet.

Figure 33: Stationslaan on the north side of the station (Own
production)
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4.2.3 Density in Arnhem
Figure 34 shows the netblock density of the TOD area of Arnhem. The map shows that density
levels are high on the south and east side of the station, which is the Coehoorn neighbourhood
and the inner city. On the north side of the station, Sonsbeekpark is located, which contributes
to high living quality but does not contain any densities. This can be perceived as a loss of
potential for the TOD area. On the south and west side of the station, many potentials can be
seen. The area under the river is completely undeveloped and on the west side above the river
low densities are dominating. Purely looking at density, the station would reach the maximum
potential of its TODness if it would be located 800 meters to the east. Overall it can be observed
that there is a gradual increase in density towards the station from both north-west and northeast. Also from the south side of the tracks to the west, there is a gradual increase in density
when approaching the station.

Figure 34: Floor space index of Arnhem station area (Harbers et al., 2019)
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Figure 35 shows the open space ratio of the building blocks around Arnhem station. As can be
seen, on the north and north-west side of the station there are density potentials available.
Especially on the north side, which is a high-end residential neighbourhood with low space
occupation. Also on the west and south side of the station, both in and out of the 500 reach,
lots of potentials can be found for more sustainable compact development. Also along the river
some small developments have taken place but show very low compactness.

Figure 35: Open space ratio of Arnhem station area (Harbers et al., 2019)
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4.2.4 Diversity in Arnhem
As the literature showed, diversity is one of the key factors of TOD development. As can be
seen on the map (figure 36) the full yellow areas around the station and on the southeast side
of the inner city are very monofunctional. They are very office or commercially focused. The
station area consists primarily of offices and some commercial programs making it, in the end,
monofunctional because residential functions are absent. However, new developments are
aimed at developing more dwellings in the station area to increase mix-use developments for
higher liveability. The north side of the train tracks is relatively mono-functional, they show a
large share of housing. But show high diversity rates towards the station. Looking at this map
in combination with the FSI map, it can be concluded that the northwest side of the station
consists of low-density housing. A characteristic not well suited for good TOD planning.
Looking at Sonsbeekpark, the area is rather monofunctional, only covering green space and
functioning as a recreation space. It contributes to a high quality of life, a high perception of
well being and pushes real estate values. However, for density and mix-use purposes around
the TOD area, it is a missed opportunity. In the inner city and on all sides directly around the
station high shares of horizontal diversity can be found.

Figure 36: Mix use Arnhem station area, the ratio of non-residential use to residential use (0 means no residential
and 1 means fully residential) (Harbers et al., 2019)
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4.2.5 Walkability in Arnhem
Figure 38 illustrates the reachability by foot in a 12-minute radius from the station. It shows
that almost the whole 500-meter area can be reached. A large radius means a dense street
network. The maps show the two pitfalls of the Arnhem station: the Sonsbeek park on the north
side and the river on the south side. The river acts as a barrier.

Figure 38: Walkability radius Arnhem station

Figure 39: Observed streets Arnhem (Own production)
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For walkability, four streets have been observed. All forms can be found in Appendix I. In this
chapter, a summary will be given on the streets. Figure 39 gives an overview of the observed
streets around the Arnhem train station.
Utrechtseweg is a very small
and relatively unsafe street
with a large variety of
architecture. The street is very
narrow, giving the idea of an
urban canyon. The street has
small sidewalks and bicycles
on the car road. The buildings
stand close together so there is
no
space
for
physical
separation or green. To reach
the station on foot, there is no
possibility to cross the street
creating unsafe situations. The
buildings vary in quality, many
historic city mansions give the Figure 40: Utrechtseweg, Arnhem (Own production)
street character. The set-back spaces are fully occupied with stone or cars, creating an
unpleasant environment prone to urban heat island effects. The buildings of these setbacks
are post-war apartment buildings of low construction quality and old office buildings which have
been transformed into dwellings. The station can not be seen when passing through the street,
only at halfway does the side of the station become visible.
Oude stationsstraat/Nieuwe
stationsstraat/Willemsplein
is a renovated area adjacent
to the station as can be seen
in figure 41. It is very
pedestrian-friendly since it is
car-free and it contains a
high variety of different
functions and lively plinths. It
is the main corridor towards
the inner city and contains
state of the art architecture
and contains a mix of
different styles. Green is not
very present but there is a lot
of public furniture and social Figure 41:Oude Stationsstraat, Arnhem (Own production)
cohesion, it is a highly
urbanised area. The area is very dense and is well connected from all directions. The station
and the two towers can be seen very clearly as points of direction.
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Amsterdamseweg is one of the main streets going through the residential neighbourhood in
the north of the station. It leads through historic and characteristic city mansions with a wide
street set up with separate cycling and car lanes as figure 42 illustrates. Creating a safe cycling
and pleasant walking environment. On one side there are trees and most of the buildings have
green front gardens. The street is
dominated by residential buildings
and sporadically there is an office or
commercial function. As for the
sightlines, the two towers nor the
station can be seen in the distance,
giving a poor sense of legibility.
What is visible though is the church
in the inner city.

Figure 42: Amsterdamseweg, Arnhem (Own production)

Bovenburgstraat/Noorderlijke parallelweg is very peaceful and quiet streets but are directly
bordering the train tracks, causing noise pollution. The street has buildings on one side, the
other side has green shown in figure 43. Below are the tracks. The buildings are characteristic
30’s houses with green front gardens. The street is not busy providing a safe environment for
walking and cycling. The station and towers can be seen from a distance, also the tracks can
be followed, all giving high levels of legibility. The buildings follow the same building volume
and differ slightly in style.

Figure 43: Noordelijke Parallelweg, Arnhem (Own production)
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Figure 44: Walkability radius compared

Figure 44 shows a comparison between the walkability radius of Breda and Arnhem when
walking for 12 minutes. The difference is minimal, they show that both stations have an
advantage over the other on a specific side. The north side of Breda is better reachable by foot
than that of Arnhem and the south-east side of Arnhem is better reachable than that of Breda.
There is a very clear distinction in architecture and street quality between the Utrechtseweg
on the west side of the station and the Oude Stationslaan area on the east side. The Oude
Stationslaan area is very pedestrian-friendly and contains many mix-use buildings. The two
towers, the Parktoren and Rijntoren, function as great wayfinding and orientation objects.
Something Breda station is lacking. Those towers stand out. This is also needed to give a
sense of direction from the north because when approaching the station from the north, there
is only a small building as a station entrance. The sense of a ‘backside’ is really strong.
Although the construction of the tunnel on the Willemsplein, the crossing still feels very busy
with a high frequency of busses.
Overall the quality of the public space of streets around Breda is higher and the streets are
safer than in Arnhem. Streets are safer for cyclists and pedestrians in Breda due to traffic
separation and wider sidewalks and cycling lanes. Also, there are more street trees and green
planters. There are fewer building setbacks and post-war reconstruction architecture of poor
construction quality from the ’50s to ’70s. Arnhem does however have a large number of
historic city mansions and high diversity levels, creating higher levels of social cohesion.
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4.3 Space Syntax approach
To get an idea of the spatial integration of the station areas of Breda and Arnhem, both TOD
areas have been observed via the Space Syntax method. Via this method, two values are of
importance: connectivity and integration. Connectivity is a static local measurement and counts
all direct connections each street has to any other street in its vicinity. A street with many
connections to other streets has a high connectivity value. As can be seen in the figures below,
they are illustrated via a colour range. The other value is integration (van Nes & Yamu, 2021).
As mentioned there is a difference between local and global integration analysis. For this
research, global integration has been chosen since the integration has to cover the whole
selected area. Meaning an unlimited amount of steps. Within the simulation, this means radius
= N. It describes the degree of accessibility the street has to all other streets in the system
taking into account the total number of direction changes.
4.3.1 Space Syntax Breda station
Below in Figures 45 and 46, the differences in connectivity and integration values of Breda can
be seen. For Breda, the spatial impact of the new road is very clear. For connectivity, it bundles
the roads on the north side of the station together creating a better connectivity distribution.
The Stationslaan is from several roads not accessible by car but is accessible by foot. This
means that connectivity and integration values differ for walking and cars since not all roads
are accessible for cars but they are for pedestrians. This means that the connectivity for
pedestrians can improve but the connectivity for cars can decline. Due to the increasing
connectivity of roads on the north side, the pedestrian underpass of the station shows a higher
connectivity value. The cutting off of the large road through the park has a high impact on the
roads on the south side and the roads in the Belcrum. This has a high impact on car traffic, for
a pedestrian connection there is no change
Looking at integration values, the north side of the station has improved integration with respect
to the past. One of the goals of the new road was to lower the burden on the inner ring road
and to move car traffic to the station via the north. The integration figure shows that this has
succeeded both for pedestrians and cars. The Stationslaan, Willemstraat and Speelhuislaan
show high integration levels and the focus of integration lies more on the north now instead of
in the south.
To conclude, the new road alterations have a profound impact. Values that can not be noted
are the improved underpass in terms of width, quality and safety. Also, the improvement of
safety on the important pedestrian crossings can not be taken into account but contribute to
improved integration of the station for pedestrians. New walking routes on the north side of the
station have significantly increased integration levels of the station access on the north.
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Figure 45: Breda spatial connectivity year 2000 (Own production)

Figure 46: Breda spatial connectivity year 2020 (Own production)
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Figure 47: Breda spatial integration year 2000 (Own production)

Figure 48: Breda spatial integration year 2020 (Own production)
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4.3.2 Space Syntax Arnhem station
Space Syntax for Arnhem has to be seen from a slightly different perspective. First of all, the
station does not contain a walking pass through the station and secondly because some
pedestrian and car roads overpass each other, a feature which cant be added in the Space
Syntax software. In the station, one can access it from the south and the north but one has to
be a member of the ‘NS family’, one has to sign with his or her public transport card/ticket to
cross the station. Additionally, there are highways present in the Arnhem area which do not
contain pedestrian roads since they cant be crossed easily or there are no sidewalks along
with them. Arnhem has realised less infrastructural changes than Breda. Two are very
important, the tunnel under the Willemsplein to lower the barrier effect between the station
area and the inner city and the small road changes along the north and south side of the
station. As can be seen in figures 49 and 50, the roads adjacent to the entrances of the station
show slightly higher connectivity values.
Due to improvements in connectivity in the south between the station entrance and surrounding
roads, integration levels have improved on the south side. In the north, the new
Amsterdamseweg and the new pedestrian connection to the west have increased integration
of the north entrance and the crossing on the east of the Amsterdamseweg. The highest
integration values remain on the east side of the station but have been located slightly to the
station entrances on the west of the junction.
It can be concluded that for Arnhem, there are fewer changes in the road system and therefore
there is less of a difference. However, as said for Breda, many of the improvements are hard
to capture for Space Syntax such as the realised tunnel. New walking connections along the
train tracks have improved the integration of the entrances of the station. But integration levels
would probably be higher when an inter-district connection was being realised.
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Figure 49: Arnhem spatial connectivity year 2000 (Own production)

Figure 50: Arnhem spatial connectivity year 2020 (Own production)
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Figure 51:: Arnhem spatial integration year 2000 (Own production)

Figure 52: Arnhem spatial integration year 2020 (Own production)
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5. Comparison of spatial integration Breda and
Arnhem
This chapter will analyse the findings of both stations and reflect on the two cases concerning
spatial integration of the station with its surroundings and the quality of the TOD. This will be
presented by elaborating on the findings in chapter 4, with the help of the interviews and maps.

5.1 Policy context for TOD realisation and integration matters
To get a broader view of the matter of spatial integration and the developments to achieve it,
the background has to be clear. Many stakeholders and institutional processes precede design
and implementation and affect it. To get a better understanding of the challenges and
opportunities, an interview was conducted with a senior developer of the NS Spoorzone, which
is a department of the NS. The developer mentions two essential challenges. The first one the
developer mentions is the willingness of several stakeholders to realise something. On the
essential factor the developer comments:
‘’The municipality, ProRail, NS, that's what I call the core. Those three must want to work
together and if one of the three drops out. Forget it, so that's a historical component where you
have to ensure that the ambitions and intentions of those three parties match.’’(Developer,
2021).
With this, the developer means the local municipality, in this case, Breda and Arnhem and
railway companies Prorail and NS. The other challenge lies within the domain of the
municipality. The developer comments:
‘’The other challenge is to ensure that all policy areas in which the government is active, so
from the economy, mobility, sustainability, the environment. That all these come together in
such a station area and the trick is to bring all those interests together so that you can make a
good station area.’’ (Developer, 2021).
The developer sees the station area as a puzzle of different interests that have to align. The
stakeholders have different goals, interests and experience different consequences of the
renovations. This affects the spatial layout and therefore spatial integration. For example, the
municipality of Arnhem aimed for an efficient transfer hall, something that matched the goals
of the NS and regional public transport providers. In Breda, the goal of the municipality was
different, resulting in different interests and a station area. The developer of the NS comments
on the goal of the NS:
‘’Ultimately, our goal is to provide the passenger with the right functions so that he or she
experiences the time at the station as pleasant and useful, and that also the environment here,
because there is still a lot to gain there and more and more is happening at many locations.
That he also appreciates the station environment better and better. Because yes, if he
appreciates that, then he appreciates the station and with that, he appreciates the journey by
train better, so in the end the knife cuts for us on several sides, you could say.’’ (Developer,
2021).
The developer says that the quality and the physical appearance of the station are crucial for
the quality and the willingness to commute. However, the municipality is also part of the
success of the stations because the area around the station outside the influence of the railway
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companies falls under private stakeholders or the municipality, which has to formulate goals
and ideas about how that area should look like.
In the eyes of the representative of the NS, the NSP subsidies functioned as a catalyser for
the redevelopment of the stations and a large number of subsidies gave the possibility to not
only build a station but also retrofit the entire surrounding area:
’’So VROM said: (…) you take care of the so-called base station. We are adding extra money
to achieve good quality in the area and also to give the station itself extra quality. So then a
kind of multiplier effect suddenly started and the VROM did not give that money to the Ministry
but to the municipality. Suddenly an interesting game came up, there is a ministry that is
responsible for the base stations, and there is a municipality that suddenly had money. Well,
like NS, we also saw the international train coming, so suddenly several interests arose that
started to find each other.’’ (Developer, 2021).
The subsidies and the way they have been distributed made the interest of the stakeholders
align and create a multiplier effect. In a way, the integration of the stations became a goal for
the NSP as a means to create successful stations because they recognised the importance
and the potential of these areas. He comments:
‘’(The VROM) … has become involved, because those are the 6 key projects, but Arnhem and
Breda, two of them, are the business cards of the Netherlands, where that international train
passenger will soon arrive. We want these to not just be good stations, in the sense that you
can transfer easily. But we want that, I say it in my words: representative places are for the
Netherlands and not just the station, that environment too.’’(Developer, 2021).
The developer recognises the influence of the HSL on the quality of the stations, he underlines
the goal of the subsidies of making representative places. The subsidies and the shared
willingness to realise something have been the main driver for the redevelopment of the
stations and the broader approach to retrofit the station area. Capital made quality and
therefore integration possible. The main challenge for the railway company was to integrate all
the transport functions around the station, such as trains, busses, bicycles and taxies. The
main challenge for the municipality was to make an attractive area around the station which is
dense and diverse to make the area economically interesting and lower private vehicle
commutes. That these interests can collide will become clear in the next subchapters.
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5.2 Challenges and opportunities in Breda
A couple of components can be identified from the interviews and literature that have the
potential to contribute to the spatial integration of train stations. In Breda, spatial integration
and the assimilation of the north with the south side were one of the main goals of the station
renewal project (VIA Breda). Therefore, many of these components can be derived from this
project. As can be concluded from the walkability observations, important components are built
form, public space and aesthetics. The materials and the contours of the station building of
Breda station merge well into the existing street pattern and urban fabric. The public space is
named as one of the main contributors to successful integration as the walkability chapter
explains. Also, the architect of the Breda train station says that a station area should be a
pedestrian area (Architect, 2022).

Figure 53: Breda station area explained (Own production)

The main components the architect of the Koen van Velsen office mentioned for spatial
integration are the function of the Stationslaan as an integration tool, the use of programs and
the configuration and materials of the buildings. The architect comments:
‘’Embedding is of course not only a spatial issue, but is also a programmatic issue, so there
are many more aspects to it than just spatial. If you take Breda for example, we just made
streets. We have continued the streets. As a result of which the spatial is connected with the
city naturally, both in height and in position. We essentially made streets and we have also
done that integration by simply saying, everything must be bricks. We make the (station)
building of brick.
As can be seen in figure 53, the station building aligns with the surrounding buildings and the
materials are the same. On the use of programming the architect comments:
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‘’And in terms of content, one of my concerns was programmatic, integration is not only spatial
but also has to fit programmatically. So if you want to make a nice street in a city, then people
have to live there, because if no people live there, then it means that during the day and the
weekend nobody is there, and then it also becomes socially unsafe. (…) So living was very
important to me. (…) In that plan and also the client, was stimulated to make more homes than
originally requested to ensure that the connection to the old city with homes could be made on
both the North and the Southside of the station.’’ (Architect, 2022).
To conclude, the demand of the architect for dwellings to be integrated within the station
building on the north and south side contributed to the embedding of the building with its
surroundings due to the added social cohesion and the continuation of the streets. The
proposed street is the Stationslaan as can be seen in figure 53. What can be observed is that
the new buildings along the Stationslaan follow together with the station the line of the street.
The new building masses have similar functions, architectural quality and volumes as to the
station. In the view of the architect, the station is approached via the Stationslaan, a west-east
axis and not via the Speelhuislaan, a north-south axis. This has been crucial for the decision
to make the sidewalk and the cycling lane descent when approaching the station from the
north. Another factor in the choice of the architect according to the urban planner of the
municipality was:
‘’Our train track is high, so you always have something to do to pass under, so you always
have a height difference to the bridge. And in his (the architect) approach, the station is part of
the walls we are making (along the streets) and you never enter a wall through a natural slope.
That was different from making a solitary building but of course making slopes, so that is why
it is on the south side with stairs.’’ (planner, 2020).
The smooth transition from the city to the station is a public space and pedestrian issue. As
can be noted from the walkability observations, Breda has invested in high-quality public space
that contributes to this smooth transition and overall attractiveness of the area around the
station. Also, investments took place along the corridor from the station to the inner city. As
can be seen in figure 53, not all development has finished around the station. The building
contours of the station correspond to its surrounding (future) urban fabric. The inter-district
connection connects the Stationskwartier and Belcrum. The large building in the west is the
courthouse, also functioning as a catalyser for development. The Stationslaan is a west-east
axis since all car access to the north is restrained and only allowed for pedestrians, cyclists
and busses. The reason for the relocation of the bus station is the car access on the north and
the aim for a Stationskwartier with low car traffic volumes stimulating the pedestrian connection
between the station and the inner city.
The municipality had a different set of requirements than the architect proposed, the architect
proposed more different functions and moved the required car park to the roof. These are
challenges that cause conflict between spatial and organisational requirements. For example
on the location of the parking garage the architect comments:
‘‘That parking facility was foreseen on the ground floor or semi-sunken on the north side, on
the Belcrum side. I had the ambition to just make good streets and making a parking facility
did not fit that. (…) You have to make it half underground. So it always becomes an annoying
thing. It is dirty, it stinks, dark. Well, I find it difficult to get a station good and socially safe. And,
I can not make a nice plinth with commerce and amenities, so I thought the parking could not
go there. So he had to get there from an organizational point of view. You do not want it
spatially, so a conflict between what you want to achieve spatially is what you have then. I then
had the thoughts of just making it on the roof, because then you can just make a light space.
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(…) I could make the shops and thus connect them spatially and organizationally, and make
the street.’’(Architect, 2022).
The comment shows the interplay between organisational and spatial components and the
struggle in pursuit of high-quality urban space. Intermodally is vital for the accessibility and
attractiveness of the station and public transport use overall. However, the spatial
consequence of that organisation is a challenge. The architects comment about the bus
location the municipality demanded:
‘’The city has demanded to change the bus organisation, namely the buses to the north instead
of from the south where they were originally located. Because they have designed this city
differently and would also like to make the centre side more sheltered for traffic so that the
connection between the station area and the centre could be much nicer.’’ (Architect, 2022)
The goal of moving the bus station was to lower the barrier effect of the large traffic volumes
on the south side of the station. One of the goals of the station of Breda was to also lower the
barrier effect of the station between the north and the south. The way they tackled it was to
remove the backside of the station. The urban planner of the municipality commented on the
situation in the past and the improvements:
‘’(Then north side) It was a back. It's not at all anymore. We deliberately moved the front there
as well. The station has no front, has two equal sides. But all the functions have been very
deliberately moved to the north side. Not left on the south side, so Noord Breda is much more
attached to the city.’’(planner, 2020).
Another requirement was the inter-district connection, a walking connection from the
neighbourhood on the south connecting to the north for pedestrians to flow. With a well
accessible, attractive and high-quality inter-district connection the Belcrum neighbourhood got
better integrated into the rest of the city, enhancing liveability. This becomes also clear in the
Space Syntax studies that show the impact of the new street organisation around the station.
Breda has been able to embed the station well in the surrounding urban fabric due to its VIA
Breda masterplan. The buildings on the north side of the track are newly developed together
with the station.
As can be concluded, building volume, materials, public space, the infrastructure around the
station, programs in the station and inter-district connection are opportunities for high spatial
integration of the station with its surroundings.
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5.3 Challenges and opportunities for Arnhem
The approach for the station of Arnhem was very different from that of Breda, which can also
be observed when looking at the stations themselves. Where the Breda station is ‘one of the
many buildings along a road, the Arnhem station is a megalomaniac building with very unique
features, standing out in its context. On top of that, the station is not built on top of the station
but next to the station and contains two bus stations as can be seen in figure 54. The Arnhem
renewal project has been approached mainly as the creation of an efficient transfer machine.
The idea that gave direction to the redevelopment was to create capacity for the expected
commuters in the future. As an architect of UN Studio said:
‘’So from analysis, it quickly became clear that that location was very important as a transport
location. But that is not necessarily a transfer between train and bus. But that also, for example,
between busses and bicycles and busses and busses. About 40% of the transfer movement
had nothing to do with the train. Then we said if we are going to plan that in the right way, so
instead of the classic station where you walk out and then look to the left, the city busses are
there to the right. If you are lucky, the regional busses. Should we see this as a transport plaza
in which we link all those transport modalities together in an optimal way? And just put a roof
over it, and then we do not talk about railway station anymore. It is a large hall where the
transfer takes place in the best possible way.’’ (Architect, 2021).
As can be concluded, the approach for the station of Arnhem was unique. This resulted in the
design of a building mainly focused on transfers but architectural solitary aesthetically only
connected to the east side where new development is taking place. Also noted by other
observers noted that the building is aesthetically appealing on its own but lacks aesthetic
connection with the city (Visser, 2016).

Figure 54: Arnhem station area explained (Own production)
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Before the renovation, the station (area) was of poor quality and had a non-inviting atmosphere
around it. The architect comments:
‘’If you look, that whole place has just been blown to pieces (due to WWII). Everything present
is reconstruction. Not always high quality. The existing station building was a charming little
building, designed by Schelling. But in the 50s quickly built, too small and not functioning. The
built-in concrete technique was not mega durable. It had to leave soon, it could not be kept in
that place, but otherwise quite a desolate area, a lot of drug use, many homeless, and low
quality of environment. (Architect, 2021).
As mentioned in the Breda case, public space is of vital importance for integration. The
architect of UN studio mentions that the materials are used for the integration of the station
with the public space instead of the surrounding buildings. The architect comments:
‘’We are not historicizing architects. We are not brick architects. I do not think we designed
very much building. We designed a roof over a square. Sounds very flat, but that is why the
natural stone that runs through the entire master plan continues as a carpet in the station in
the platform tunnel. You can also see that on the platforms. We include a lot of transport points
together, and where we can let people do that under one roof.’ (Architect, 2021).
As can be seen in figure 54, the station is located between the Burgermeesterswijk, the inner
city and Coehoorn. The Burgermeesterswijk is located on a hill, therefore the entrance on the
north leads people above the tracks and makes them descend via stairs. The entrance from
the south side leads underneath the tracks. On the west side, there is a bridge over the tracks
connecting Coehoorn and Burgermeesterswijk. The station building is located south of the
tracks and not as in Breda on top of the tracks. The building hosts all the facilities a station
needs such as underground car and cycling parking, taxi and kiss and ride facilities. On top of
that, there are two bus stations, the regional station is incorporated into the building and the
local one is located outside the building in front of the entrance. Two streets are leading
towards the inner city as illustrated on the map. Most of the new development takes place
around those streets. This also links to two main differences between the Breda and Arnhem
stations, in Breda the VIA Breda masterplan provided a great opportunity to create a station
that is similar to the surrounding buildings. In Arnhem, the masterplan Coehoorn and Rijnboog
have never been realised. And, the presence of an inter-district connection through the station,
the pedestrian underpass (or overpass) connecting the two adjacent neighbourhoods. In a
way, this prohibited the connection between the station and the city.
The second one comes down to the different interests of stakeholders such as the municipality
and the railway companies As the project manager of urban planning of Arnhem municipality
notes on the underpass connection:
‘’At a certain point, the designer turned out to have too little space available to create a good
exit on the north side. That was one. That was an argument for the take-up of space. And the
other argument was that ProRail said, we do not want that because there is no need for an
inter-district connection here. To get from one side to the other, there are plenty of connections
in that immediate vicinity. You had the bridge over the railway which has also been renewed.
On the other hand, you could pass under the Sweertsebrug, so it has to do with the fact that
both ProRail and an NS have put forward arguments why they did not want that and certainly
did not want people to be able to access the station who are not planning on using the
train.’’(planning, 2021).
This was one of the big spatial challenges. However, when asking the architectural office about
this issue the response was different:
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‘’As architects, we always come up with a trick. If you want it, it always works. I think there was
simply not enough will, especially from the rail parties, to see the need for a district connection.
So they think primarily from the perspective of; you get train passengers, they arrive at the
platform and if they want to go north you take the small bridge and if you want to go to the city
they take the tunnel, solved. A connection through the station for people who do not need to
be there, who do not go by train, was not seen as valuable at the time. Now we look at it
differently, but that was very much viewed from the perspective of rail infrastructure.’ (Architect,
2021).
This is a great example of different perspectives and different stakeholders and their
consequences on the spatial organisation of the station. Mix use and the integration of different
programs is a contributor to a liveable and safe space and can act as a tool for integration. The
Arnhem station area contains a lot of different functions, similar to the TOD area around it. It
shows higher diversity levels than the TOD area around the Breda station. The mix-use
principle has been implemented with a large program of offices and commercial functions.
However, the crisis affected the demand for houses and offices. As the architect mentions:
‘‘The development of the station area with a station as the core, but as a mixed-use area.
Arnhem is simply designed as a place where people can work, where people can live. You
also see that things change over time. So in the original master plan, for example, we had a
large set of housing programs, but at some point, it becomes completely hot and happening
as an office location, so I had to convert everything to office and retail. Well, you are probably
20 years in such an area. The economy is changing, then offices are good again, now homes
are good again. And now you are lucky if you are allowed to build houses.’’ (Architect, 2021).
It illustrates how external forces can influence long-running projects. The call for a mix-use
program between residential and non-residential in the street connecting the station with the
inner city comes from the experience of the other two large towers that stand on top of the
station. These towers solely contain office functions and are ‘’death’’ after 5 pm. This has been
noted by the project manager of urban planning:
‘’In the new tower building, that is called Podium 26 as a name. There will be homes at the top,
but there will also be offices and on the plinth, there will be something like a café. I will just call
the conference centre a piece of attraction for residents, especially In the evenings, so that's
what you think from after office hours until about 9 o'clock 09.30 h to get some liveliness. And
then after 09.30, you have the liveliness again or there, you already have that earlier, of course,
but it continues in those houses that are above it. Instead of that If you look at the Rhine and
the Park tower, (the two towers). There it is at a certain point when everyone has gone home,
it is done and everything is locked and it is dark.’ (planning, 2021).
As can be concluded, mixed-use is of vital importance to the perception of the station for
liveability and safety. The last challenge Arnhem has to face, which is also an opportunity for
future developments is the framing of the station area and the consequences of the connection
with its surroundings. As the municipality noted:
‘’Very quickly that in some places it is framed. For example, if I think of the west side of the
station area and in other places the east side where it connects with the city centre. It is looked
at in a way; how can you find that connection and how do you get that connection with the
inner city? So you have a front of the station and you have a back of the station.’’(planning,
2021).
As can be learned from Breda, where the idea was to have two front sides, in Arnhem, there
is a clear front and backside. Additionally, the east side is very well connected but the west
side is not. The availability of land plays an important role. On the west side, the exit of the
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regional bus station is located where busses come and go. This is an area dominated by
concrete and pollution as can be seen from the walkability observations of Utrechtsteweg. At
this moment, stakeholders on the west side of the station are becoming active, which means
that this issue becomes life again. The project manager of urban planning comments:
‘’You have a really hard separation on that west side. And the station was indeed aimed at the
inner city. (…), the city centre is mainly focused on the station from the east. One of the things
that we are now also investigating is, what should we do with that west side and the connection
of that part of Arnhem west or yes, centre West. And that is now very topical because the
Central Government Real Estate Agency owns one of the offices there,(…) on the corner of
Stationsplein West. They want to renovate, refurbish and expand. And they want that because
they now say, our entrance, our view is tucked away in a corner of the covered Beursplein and
the office building that sits on top of it and then also that large office tower of the WTC that
stands next to it. Also, the Central Government Real Estate Agency, says to the municipality,
you should never have done it in that way. Should we? Yes, no, maybe not. If you look at it
now, in the past, it was a good argument to do it that way. You do look at how it matched up
in the area in terms of volumes and building masses. But it has not been looked at in how is
the experience of that area, what will the experience be like in the end?’(planning, 2021).
As can be noted, the user experience on the west side has not been taken into account in the
design. The integration has been overlooked and now the west side is the topic again. Also,
the developer of the NS Spoorzone recognises the struggle for the connection with the inner
city. In Arnhem, the Oude Stationsstraat is the main link between the inner city and the station.
The developer comments:
‘’Those are the hardest streets to make attractive and enjoyable because yes, most of the time
people tend to go through them quickly because they want to get from A to B, so do not want
to be distracted. I think that in Arnhem with that cinema and what is it a burger King of
McDonald's? It has ensured that Twenty Four Seven is exaggerated, but much of the day there
is social cohesion, the lights are on and it is attractive when you walk by. So adding those kinds
of functions, so that function mix is the way to success.’ (Developer, 2021).
The streets towards the station are hard to make attractive due to their function, they are
transfer streets instead of destinations. To conclude, the transfer hall the municipality and UN
Studio aimed for has been very successful in its purpose. Due to the limited available land,
spatial and organisational challenges collided several times which resulted in a certain
detached station from its surroundings. It has to be noted that the station of Arnhem has to
deal with severe height differences, making a pedestrian-friendly area harder. Hence the claim
of a lack of space for a pedestrian connection between north and south from The potential of
materials has been used for public space integration on the east side of the station and new
developments have a similar cosmopolitan appeal as the station.
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6. Discussion & conclusion
This research focused on the spatial integration of the newly developed train stations of Breda
and Arnhem which were both part of the New Key Projects, a subsidy scheme from the VROM
launched in 2003. This research tried to analyse spatial integration levels in three ways:
quantitative data, interviews, and personal observations. By doing that, it tried to answer the
main research question of this research:
To what extent do new spatial developments affect the spatial integration of the newly
developed train stations in Breda and Arnhem?
In this chapter, the findings are presented, after that, the findings and theoretical framework
are discussed. In the end, recommendations are provided for policymakers and designers
and recommendations are given for scholars for further research.

6.1 Conclusion
In this subchapter, the findings are presented. The general research question: ‘To what extent
do new spatial developments affect the spatial integration of the newly developed train stations
in Breda and Arnhem?’ will be answered by elaborating on each component derived from the
results.
The NSP Subsidies scheme has been extremely beneficial for the stations in reaching their
goals, namely a dense, diverse and high-quality station (area) which at the same time can
contribute to helping solve local issues. Both municipalities have used the subsidy to tackle a
local issue. In Breda, the main issue was to mitigate the barrier effect of the train tracks, dividing
north and south with negative consequences for the north side. With the help of infrastructural
measures such as the construction of the Stationslaan, the programming of the station, the
improved inter-district connection and aesthetics, this barrier effect has been mitigated. In
Arnhem, which is currently a large transfer station, the challenge was to create a station in a
small space that can handle the expected transfer capacity. Currently, the Arnhem station is a
large well functioning transfer machine. The subsidy scheme was the main driver behind the
process and aligned the interests of the stakeholders. Without the subsidy, the quality and
level of integration would be at stake.
Infrastructural changes have proven to be an important factor. In Breda, the construction of
a new road has diverted road and bus transport, making more room for a pedestrian connection
from the station to the (inner) city. In Arnhem, the construction of the tunnel has lowered traffic
volume on the Willemsplein, mitigating the barrier effect between the station and the (inner)
city. The realisation of an inter-district connection can contribute to spatial integration since it
gives the station multiple functions besides being a place for public transport transfers. A good
inter-district connection makes the station part of the city since it functions as a transfer location
not for commuters outside the city but also for locals transferring within the city. It gives the
station two dimensions. In Breda, this has been executed very well, the inter-district connection
is very wide and safe and opens up both sides. In Arnhem, there is no inter-district connection,
making the station a monofunctional building solely focusing on making regional transfers. This
has been a result of the play between stakeholders and misaligning interests.
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Density and diversity are important factors for the embedding of the station with its
surroundings. Although it can not be derived directly from the QGIS maps, the land use maps
conclude that density, as urban development, has increased over the years around both
stations. In Breda, many abundant factories have been destroyed and along the station new
building have arisen. There is potential on the west and north side of the station for further
densification and transformation of the current building stock. In Arnhem, on the south side of
the Rhine river and the west and north side, there also is densification potential but less than
in Breda, where there is a unique abundance of land within the existing urban fringe. On the
north side of the Arnhem station, a largely residential neighbourhood is located, which is a treat
for densification measures. There is space for densification but the typology of the
neighbourhood impedes densification potential. In Breda, more than in Arnhem, there are more
mix-use functions in and around the station. In Breda, all buildings adjacent to the station have
office or commercial functions on the ground floors and the upper stories are fully residential.
This is also known as vertical diversity. In Arnhem, the diversity scheme consists of horizontal
diversity. For example, the two large towers on top of the station are pure office locations and
on the north side, the new developments along the Amsterdamseweg are solely dwellings with
some office buildings next to them. On the east side, the buildings are either office or
commercial oriented and not mixed within the same building. In Breda, the station building
itself has been given a city program such as the incorporation of housing to create streets
along with the station. the station building is built on top of the station with housing on both the
north and south side. The station of Arnhem is solely a transfer hall with large office towers on
top. There is no ‘city program’ along the edges of the station that interact with the city. The
dividing line is sharper.
Available land is a very important component for spatial integration since available land has
the potential to develop buildings that can adjust to the station and vice versa. In Breda, all
new developments along the station show vertical diversity and high density with similar
aesthetic characteristics and building volume as the station itself, which is beneficial for the
integration of the station. In Arnhem, these possibilities did not exist and the designers and
planners had to work with the existing urban fabric. However, it has to be noted that the Arnhem
station has to deal with significant height differences on both sides and limited space.
Design has proven to be an important contributor to spatial integration. In Breda, the aesthetics
and the building volume of the station are adjusted to the aesthetics of the surrounding urban
fabric. Similar to the public space, which merges smoothly with the surrounding streets and
focuses on pedestrians. Similar to Arnhem, where the east side and the entrance of the station
are pedestrian-oriented spaces. The architecture of the developments on the east side of the
Arnhem station fits with the cosmopolitan allure of the station but in relation to the other sides,
there is a clear mismatch. On the other side, it can be argued that the station of Breda is not
outstanding enough in its appearance. However, this depends on the policy and the architects.
What is surprising from the interviews is the lack of attention of the municipality of Arnhem to
the west side of the station. An issue that backfires at this moment since stakeholders on the
west side complain about the urban quality of that location. Also, the unwillingness of the NS
and ProRail for an inter-district connection in Arnhem is striking, giving the station the function
of a transfer hall which does not have any purpose for residents who want to cross the train
tracks.
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6.2 Discussion
This subchapter discusses the findings and the methodology of this research.
6.2.1 Findings
This research revealed that the development and the quality of the stations are very dependent
on subsidies. In Arnhem, the consequences of the failure of the Rijnboog masterplan illustrate
the coherence between areas in the city and their interdependence. For example, the station
could have been perceived less as an island if the Rijnboogproject would have been continued.
What is surprising is the low density of Arnhem west and north. For the location of the
neighbourhoods concerning the station, a higher density could have been expected. When
looking at both stations, the walkability radius for Arnhem would be expected to be lower
because of the Sonsbeekpark and the Rhine river. However, both radiuses are relatively equal.
The Arnhem station area contains many horizontal diversity features whereas in Breda the
focus lies more on vertical diversity. In Breda there is more available land for buildings that
make spatial integration possible, hence its success.
The different research methodologies applied in this research helped in identifying several
components of spatial integration which can be subdivided into different levels within the urban
planning spectrum such as institutional spheres (subsidies and stakeholders with aligning
interests), policy spheres (integration as a goal), planning spheres (using infrastructural
changes, increasing density and using programming for integration) and in the design spheres
(using aesthetics, volumes and public space for integration). Both stations are dependent on
local factors and local challenges. Both stations have been approached in different ways which
have resulted in different outcomes. In the end, when evaluating these components per station,
the station of Breda shows higher levels of spatial integration with its surroundings than
Arnhem, but his is context depended since for Breda this was seen as a goal. The municipality
of Arnhem wielded a different program with different goals which resulted in a different
outcome. Initially, this research reveals important integration components from two NSP
projects that can be used in future TOD development.
6.2.2 Methodology
This research wields a mixed-method approach on a low scale in mid-size European cities.
TOD areas are often approached quantitatively by looking at real estate prices, commuter
volumes, developed square meters etc. Therefore, this research can be seen as highly relevant
but the term (spatial) integration turned out to be very abstract and hard to grasp. The
abstractness of the term had a negative impact on the interviews since the interviewees could
not interpret the term well and had trouble formulating a definition that would benefit the
interview. The theoretical framework used in this research assumes 3Ds (Density, Diversity &
Design) but several scholars have mentioned 2 other dimensions, namely, Distance to transit
and destination accessibility (Huang & Wey, 2019). In this research, the relation between
spatial integration and the other Ds remains unclear. The node-place model from Bertollini
(Bertolini, 1996) could have been used within the theoretical framework. The node place model
provides an insight into the relationship between the node value and the place value. Since
spatial integration relates to the place value of a station and can help improve it, this model
could add new insights to spatial integration and could steer policy. For example, in Breda the
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focus lied on enhancing the place value and in Arnhem on enhancing the node value of the
station.
The methods that were used are very diverse, produced sometimes conflicting outcomes and
exposed each other's weaknesses. Some outcomes contradict each other such as the Space
Syntax analysis and the interviews. For example, the interviewees claimed that the
infrastructural measures were beneficial while integration and connectivity did not improve per
se or even decreased in the Space Syntax analysis. This proves the strength and the necessity
of the triangulation method. Since the topic of spatial integration and the combination of
methods is relatively new, it is not certain that this is the chosen method is the right method
and leaves space for further research.
In the density, diversity and design components, the limitation of the research becomes
palpable. The research wields a longitudinal approach since it compares two moments in time
(the year 2000 and 2020) such as the Space Syntax method and the interviews. However, the
personal observations cover only one period in time (2022) and the RUDIFUN data set uses
data from 2020. The data set only came available in 2019, making comparisons from the year
2000 impossible. The new buildings under construction as of now (2022) are not included in
the data. The diversity aspect is also relatively limited since it shows not the functions
themselves but the share of residential to non-residential functions. Not showing what kind of
non-residential functions exactly. For the design method, there are no clear images of the
streets around the year 2000. This makes comparisons impossible. Also, the research bias is
a limitation. The pictures and the perceived quality of the space are judged by a single
researcher.
This research has shown that there are some limitations to the Space Syntax approach. The
analysis is very sensitive to minor modifications in the street network and minor changes in the
base map. Three important examples of these limitations are the quality of the streets
themselves, the height differences and the global and local analysis. Firstly, street accessibility
and quality. One can use the outlines of the building block but this does not always correspond
to reality since not all spaces between buildings are open for pedestrians. For example, in the
case of Arnhem, a large highway crosses the area, which is an open space between buildings
but not accessible to pedestrians. Large surfaces between the buildings could therefore
completely be dominated by the car. Or, one can map only the walking routes but people tend
to walk in other places than the designated walking spaces. Another possibility is using the
road infrastructure but this does not cover all pedestrian routes since pedestrian and car roads
do not always align. Another example is the quality of the roads. In the models, the underpass
underneath the Breda station is perceived as the same for both measure points, (the year 2000
and 2020) while in reality the underpass became wider, got safer sightlines and has improved
aesthetic quality. Another limit is the interpretation of the urban space itself. Overall, the street
connections where cars are not allowed and pedestrians are allowed for improved mobility flow
or where streets are improved due to safer traffic separations, additional greenery and clearer
and wider layout are factors not taken into account.
Secondly, the Space Syntax is perceived on a 2D dimension, which does not take into account
the 3D dimension. In that case, height differences are a problem. In Arnhem, a tunnel has been
made to redirect traffic and lower the traffic volume on the Willemsplein crossing. There is also
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a height difference between the north and south side which is not taken into account while it
affects walking behaviour.
Thirdly, the global and local integration differences and this research has their limitations. Due
to the limited knowledge and time of the researcher to create base maps, the Space Syntax in
this research is limited because it can also be extended to the whole city. If such capacities
were present, local vs global integration analysis could have been conducted and the radius
could have been extended. In that way, the effect of infrastructural changes can be better
observed.
The interviews had the goal to get a deeper understanding of the policy goals and the designs.
Additionally, it is used to fill the gaps between the literature, the observations, the QGIS data
and the Space Syntax. They have been set up in a semi-structured way based on literature,
background information on land use and personal observations. All respondents can be seen
as suitable except for one. For Arnhem instead of a city planner, a project manager of city
planning had been interviewed. It could have been better to have an urban planner/designer
itself instead of a project manager. One of the issues here was that all urban planners and
designers involved in the Arnhem station project have retired. From the interviews, several
challenges and opportunities for spatial integration have been derived.

6.3 Recommendations
The results of this research are of value for policymakers concerned with TOD development
both in the public and private sectors and for urban designers. The results can inform
policymakers who are working on master plans or visions related to TOD development. The
results are of value for actors in the private sector since it reveals several design elements
which can contribute to the spatial integration of stations. For scholars, this research is relevant
since it addresses the term spatial integration in a TOD context which is relatively uncovered.
The research is also interesting due to its mix-method approach. Additionally, this research
explores the potential of the RUDIFUN data set which recently came available concerning
TOD.
The recommendations for national policymakers are aimed at the ministry of planning. In 2010,
the ministry of the VROM has been closed down, however, recently in 2022, the VRO
(Ministerie voor volkshuisvesting en ruimtelijke ordening) has been established as successor.
Both stations have shown the relevance of subsidy schemes as a (financial) driver for
sustainable development and that their outcomes can be successful. It shows the importance
of a higher power that bundles the interests of stakeholders and provides continuous subsidy
even in times of uncertainty. It gave the municipality financial strength and certainty. This is
important because of the varying (local) political climates over time, short term budgets, large
financial investments and uncertain external factors such as the economic crisis of 2008. The
abundance of financial means to invest in urban quality has proven to be beneficial for the
station area. Whole city districts benefited from the station redevelopments which in their turn
paid back in terms of improved living climate, city attractiveness and increased real estate
values. The further implementation of subsidy schemes for train stations or other non-fossil
fuelled transport modes for sustainable development is highly recommended since it functions
as a catalyser for transition and can contribute to the solvation of issues that many
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stakeholders are not able to solve individually. The new developments show enormous positive
side effects on the city and local scale and contribute to the redistribution of people and
resources from busy areas. It has proven to contribute to sustainable transport and liveability.
For local policymakers, it is recommended to look at the station area as a second centre in the
city and to relocate (economic) activities to this node. It is also recommended to utilise the
potential of the TOD radius by maximising dense and diverse development around the station.
Stations have the potential to either break the barrier effect of the train tracks or to function as
a transfer machine stimulating public transport use. It is recommended to not look at the TOD
as an isolated urban function but to embed it in the city to increase its use and attractiveness.
To make the station area a place worth being.
For designers, it is recommended to approach the station area as a pedestrian zone with
vertical diversity and to include non-transport related programs in the station itself. Materials
can also contribute to spatial integration by adopting adjacent materials within the station
building. The train tracks are often perceived as a barrier, to mitigate the barrier effect the focus
on integration between both sides is crucial. It can turn the perception of the station as a ‘hole’
in the city into a place of opportunity and vibrance. To achieve this an inter-district connection
is highly recommended and gives the station two front sides instead of one front and one
backside. Another crucial factor is equipping the station with non-transit functions such as
dwellings and commercial functions.
Scholars in the future might want to consider using RUDIFUN data sets for TOD research to
analyse the potential for development. Spatial integration could further be researched by
including more Ds than the conventional 3Ds (Density, diversity & design) of the Transitoriented development concept (Huang & Wey, 2019). By researching the other Ds, (Distance
to transit & destination accessibility) more spatial integration components could be revealed.
The developments in Breda have not been finished yet, this research could partly be repeated
in several years when the VIA Breda project is finished. Spatial integration could also be
investigated with the Node-place model since integration concerns the place of a station. It
could explain the policy goals and the outcomes. To derive more components for spatial
integration, the other NSP stations, Utrecht, Amsterdam Zuid, Rotterdam and The Hague,
could also be researched since they benefited from the same subsidy scheme and experienced
similar challenges.
Since TOD plays a large role in the pursuit of sustainable cities, further research in the direction
of spatial integration of TODs in Europe is interesting. Other methods such as the node-place
model or the extension of the TOD dimensions can be attractive to use for further research.
Also, the RUDIFUN data set has the potential to reveal new insights for TOD development and
its embedding in the city. By continuing research in this direction, transit-oriented development
can take a leading role in the pursuit of sustainable cities.
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